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The Director's Report

SEASONALS-A VITAL
PART OF THE NPS TEAM
Several months ago, as I was going
through my seemingly bottomless in-box, I
came across a series of letters from visitors
that commended seasonal employees.
Receiving such letters isn't unusual; in fact,
I've come to expect them since I'm fully
aware of the talented and dedicated people
that make up the seasonal workforce.
However, I realized that it has been a while
since I've recognized publicly the many
contributions seasonals make.
Though some parks receive heavy winter
use, they receive the most visitors during
the summer, the time when Park Service
seasonal employment reaches its peak. In
fact, in the summer, the seasonal workforce
becomes the backbone of this organization—making up more than 40 percent of the ranger and maintenance
force in many park areas. During these months, seasonals ensure
smooth, effective park operations as well as visitor safety and
enjoyment. In fact, seasonals often represent the Service on the front
line because they often have the personal contact with park visitors.
Who are seasonal employees? While there are ways to describe
them, it is difficult to generalize. First, our statistics confirm what
most of us already know: NPS seasonal employees are a diverse
and talented group, frequently possessing special skills and
training—search and rescue, scuba diving, law enforcement, CPR,
to name a few. Many are college students, teachers, and other
professionals. Recently, although not in great numbers, retirees have
been entering the seasonal workforce. I am told that due to the "baby
bust," we may be seeking more retirees in the future to make up
our seasonal workforce.
Those people selected for seasonal positions are the "cream of
the crop." Each year we receive more applicants than we have
positions for. For example, last year at Grand Canyon NP,
approximately 254 applicants applied for 54 positions; at Great
Smoky Mountains NP, 253 applied for 48 positions; and in
Yellowstone NP, more than 550 applied for 77 positions. Going
up against that much competition and then being selected means
you're pretty special. And happily for us, those selected often feel
good enough about what they're doing in the Park Service to come
back—normally, only about 25 percent of seasonals are "firsttimers."
As you might guess, the age of seasonals ranges dramatically.
But you might be surprised to learn that last year the oldest seasonal
ranger was 86 and the youngest was 18. The oldest seasonal
maintenance worker was 79; again the youngest was 18. For the
most part, though, seasonals are a young group—usually about 50
percent under age 30.
Seasonals provide more than support during hectic times of the
year. They also bring fresh insights to old problems. Less tied to
traditional agency views than the rest of us, they ask the kinds of
questions that we may tend to overlook. When you have performed
the same job for years, you may be less likely to develop a new,
possibly better approach, especially when the older one is still

workable. Fresh eyes and eager minds have
a way of rejuvenating old, established
techniques.
Well, I've talked about what seasonals
do for the Park Service—how, without them,
our visitor contact programs and other
activities might be quite different than they
are today. How about what the Park Service
does for seasonals? I am well aware that
many talented seasonals do not attain a goal
that they usually are well-qualified to
meet—permanent employment with the
National Park Service. Those who do attain
permanent status do so often because of
great "stick-to-itiveness" that sometimes
overwhelms the system. They make
personal sacrifices in order to work for an
agency whose mission reflects principles they believe in. They work
year after year, even though no mechanism exists that automatically
transfers seasonal experience into permanent status. Then, if and
when they do attain the goal of permanent employment, they hold
onto the jobs they have worked so hard for, while the others who
come after them look on and desire what they have.
This has been an employment pattern in the Park Service for
some time, and one that is not likely to change to any great degree.
As disappointing as that pattern is for the talented men and women
who love what the Service stands for, it is one that also is reflected
in other organizations. Not everyone gets jobs they desire, and even
if they do, such jobs do not always come immediately. Nevertheless, I am convinced that those whose passion and commitment are
directed at preserving the special places on this planet will sooner
or later find a way to use this energy. Such opportunities may—or
may not—come with the National Park Service. But they will come.
And ultimately, I hope, the experiences these individuals gain as
NPS seasonals shape their preservation consciousness, encourage
their lifetime support for the national park system, and foster their
concern and involvement as world citizens in environmental matters.
While they may be with the Service only a limited time during
any one year, seasonals are a vital part of this organization—a part
without which we could not function. To those seasonal employees
who are some of our regulars, I'd like to say, "Welcome back!"
To those who are with us for the first time, we hope you enjoy
your experiences and that they provide a foundation on which to
build. I'd like you all to know that your work and your commitment to helping the parks and visitors does not go unnoticed either
by the Park Service or by the public—it's my pleasure to express
the sincere gratitude of both for your time, effort, and good work.

William Penn Mott, Jr
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COMMENTARY
FROM THE EDITOR
I always considered it an unfortunate quirk of fate that I grew up in
the suburbs rather than the country.
But each fall, when an undeveloped
field of scrubby grass near my
father's home turned golden with
autumn daisies, I was comforted
somewhat. The wild beauty of that
yellow expanse never failed. It
marked the changing seasons in a
way that neatly raked suburban lawns
never could.
That field of unchecked, selfseeded fecundity was my first
introduction to meadowland, and
perhaps because of it, I have been
partial to naturalized stands of
flowering things ever since. The dandelions that urge some lawn care
specialists to the brink of despair are
favorites with me.
So, loving as I do these wild and
open spaces, I read with interest
Doug Faris' article this month on the
proposed Tallgrass Prairie unit. I suppose if I were ever given a chance to
err on the side of preservation or use,
it incontestably would be preservation
that I would choose. However,
preservation assumes a historical
approach—protect a prairie, a Georgian mansion, or a lighthouse in such
a way that the portion of the past
they represent may be experienced
vitally and anew in the present. Yet,
what happens when nature's ways or
the ways of humankind eradicate, or
nearly so, such expressions of life?
Does one treasure what remains on
the assumption that there will never
be another, or does one also interpose
an encouraging hand? In "A Field
Guide to the Synthetic Landscape:
Toward a New Environmental Ethic"
published in the April issue of
Harper's, Frederick Turner, a professor of arts and humanities at the
University of Texas at Dallas, calls
for the latter approach.
"At first it looks like a big,
untidy field," writes Turner. "But
then, looking a little longer and a little more carefully, my mind reorders
it. There is an unfamiliar, breath-
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taking, pale yellowish jade freshness
in the green, and a preciseness and
laciness in the texture that reminds
me of wildflowers." What it is, as
Turner goes on to explain, is Greene
Prairie, planted forty years ago on
degraded Wisconsin farmland. The
question it raises in his mind is
whether a restored prairie in some
fashion is less worthy than a
preserved original: "I have heard it
said by one skeptic that to have a
restored coastline instead of a natural
one is as if a museum's Vermeer
were removed and secretly replaced
by a perfect replica." What he concludes, after articulate exploration of
the seeds of such perceptions, is that
we base these distinctions on "the
notion, fundamentally theological,
that the world is a creation, and
inferior to its creator...that basic
Indo-European habit of thought—a
human habit of thought—that derives
the nature of the child from the
nature of the parent, and thus insists
on the inferiority and subordination
of child to parent."
Turner's analysis may or may not
be a valid epistemology of the idea,
but it is intriguing, challenging and a
bit controversial. Turner invokes
increased human intervention in landscape in order to establish more
natural environments—sometimes in
their original locations, sometimes in
an area merely conducive to their
establishment.
His is. of course, a philosophical
speculation and sufficiently theoretical
as not to concern itself with native
species threatened by the introduction
of exotics. However, it does come at
a time when Science News reports
the warmest year on record to have
been 1987 and cites the warming
trend documented by scientists in the
1980s as "a warning of greenhouse
warming." It also comes at a point
when a report from World Watch
Institute proposes reforestation of an
area approximately three times the
size of Texas between now and the
year 2000 as the most direct way to
reverse the greenhouse effect.

"I speak for the trees, for the
trees have no voice," proclaims Dr.
Seuss' Lorax.
I am sure, were that message to
be expanded, the Lorax might also
speak boldly for every other voiceless
living thing—the dandelions that seed
themselves so generously across the
lawns of suburban America; the
patient, slow-growing big bluestem
grass that reaches deeply into prairie
soil, developing its root mass first
before ranging upward in sunlight to
heights of six feet or more; perhaps
even the collective identity of these
things as they come together to form
prairies, meadows, hillsides open to
the sun.
One wonders, however, if speaking is enough.

CARDBOARD
ANNIVERSARY
COLLECTIBLE
"Dixie" Tourangeau
"Got it, got it, got it, ain't got
it—swap three for one?!" was
meaningful schoolyard bartering lingo
30 Springs ago.
Kids I knew back then armed
themselves with bulging pockets of
"doubles" (one rarely risked losing
singles) for recess trading, wallscaling and flipping. These battles led
to our ultimate goal—to complete an
entire set of that year's baseball cards
—without losing any day's catch to
one of the Good Sisters of Discipline
and Intimidation, who dutifully
imposed strict penalties on those
wheeler-dealers who ignored the
interdesk trading ban during lesson
time.
If you don't know what the names
Topps, Donruss, Fleer and Score
have in common and how they affect
our culture, then you may not fully
understand the next few minutes of
reading. They are the four companies,,
that currently filter millions of dollars

from the pockets of young and old
addicted to collecting baseball cards
—the author, who will turn 41 when
this hits the newsstands, included.
Yes, those dumb little 3-1/2 by 3
inch pieces of cardboard (early '50s
size) provide(d) great memories,
especially if a collector can reassemble an early set (now at about 500
times the original cost). You can
criticize the time spent and the
expense, but remember that this bit
of childhood can now be used as collateral on a condo. In 1967, when my
ol' lakeside homestead was sold and
everything frivolous was tossed, I had
5,000 in mint condition (ERROR,
Mother!).
But Willie, Mickey and the Duke
were not the only heros to collect.
Young cardists also coveted Robin
Hood, the great Davy Crockett,
famous Indians, flags of the world
and assorted historic military themes.
(Lately there have been ET, Star
Wars and Indiana Jones sets.)
My point? It's simple and is submitted for your approval here as a
sort of literary copyright: 1991 will
soon be on the horizon and, with it,
we will be celebrating the NPS's 75th
(Diamond) anniversary. Since the
agency doesn't do such things, I
would like someone to consider creating a commemorative 1,000-card
anniversary SET of the national park
system.
Consider the graphics. On the
cardface would be a picture of some
spot within Park Q and perhaps a
fancy border with the park's name or
just the name of the spot (so the
buyer could guess the park). On the
back would be the requisite card
number (naturally super-imposed on
an NPS arrowhead), park name, state
location, acreage, date established,
number of visitors during the last
accountable year and a description or
history of the site or facility.
There would be at least two (or
three) representative cards per unit,
and parks like Yellowstone and Yosemite would get 10 to 15 each (including a map card). Special cards would
include old black-and-white photos of
people such as Stephen Mather,
Horace Albright and other former
directors and superstars, so the set
would be a complete history of the

Service. One thousand different cards
is really a conservative estimate considering that there are 340-plus areas
for multiple-illustration.
Card Marketing: Clever Chaos
Who'd buy 'em and where? Well,
we have more than 300 natural sales
outlets with their ready market of
buyers, right there amidst the beauty
and history, loaded down with
enthusiasm and those glazed looks of
wonder. As stated before in this
space, some visitors search in vain
for tastefully educational and fun souvenirs.
We could sell the cards in packs
of 10 to 15 just like baseball (none of
that horrible gum though, it stains),
and maintain that suspense of not
knowing what cards might be under
the wrapper and the "goes-with-theterritory" despair of amassing doubles, triples and worse. (I got NYG
pitcher Marv Grissom 17 times in
1956.) Eventually these become
"trade bait."
For the restless with sufficient disposable income, complete sets would
be sold through main distributors. In
selling numbers, one would hope to
perk the interest of at least a million
yearly visitors. If the product is
promoted, deemed "educational,"
and then really catches on, school
kids might find NPS cards in boxes
right next to those awful Garbage
Pail Kids in their local hobby emporium. For the uninitiated, there are
several publications written expressly
for baseball card collectors and some
of them find space to alert hobbyists
to new non-sports merchandise.
A few of you readers are now
thinking "This sounds like that NPS
game a couple years ago." Well,
there are similarities—and big differences. The game was the late Jim
Murfin's 1985 interpretive quiz called
National Park Wit, which mirrored
other games on the Civil War, Yellowstone and Northwest Parks. It
contains 108 cards with pictures on
the front and multiple park questions
on the back—score points for correct
answers and win the game.
For a passive giver of information, the card set is a truer collectible. It highlights park photography

for scenery buffs (like having a stack
of miniature postcards) and gives
expanded amounts of information for
those craving park facts. Certainly
108 can not match 1,000 in comprehensiveness. Physically, the anniversary set's cards would be slightly
larger than those for NP Wit, having
a wider photo surface due to a
smaller, less exotic, border design.
Over the last 35 years, baseball
cards have greatly improved in photo
sharpness and statistical information
design, (spurred by competition and
sometimes waning sales), but the old
'50s sets are thought by many to be
masterpieces of a sort. If that size
could be adopted, then there would
be even more space for photo
enlargement and design innovation for
backside prose.
So, future celebrants, in case this
seed finds a friendly pot and good
soil, maybe in 1991 I'll be looking to
exchange a #64 Little Round Top,
#179 Glenmont House, #480 Chisos
Mountain Window Trail and #836
Fort Clatsop for your #34 Thunderhole, #648 Wizard Island, #824
Glacier Point View and #915 Thor's
Hammer. Okay, okay, I'll throw in a
#345 Lincoln Memorial, #555 Old
Faithful Erupts and #5 Stephen
Mather on Horseback. Talk about
hard-nosed dealing!

THE PERSONNEL SIDE

Terrie Fajardo
There are some things that are
better left unsaid, because once you
say them, there is no way you can
take them back. As my mother used
to say, "once you put your foot in
your mouth there's nothing left to do
but chew and swallow!" In a recent
situation the parties involved might
have profited from my mother's
wisdom.
"John, I know how you feel and
I'm sorry that it happened. Maybe we
can resolve this situation though,
without going any further." Even as
I spoke I knew my words were falling on deaf ears.
John, one of our technical
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employees, has had words with his
supervisor. He's angry and frustrated
at a system that he feels does not
answer his personal needs.
A little while later, I heard the
other side of the story.
'Look," Peter, one of our program managers, said, "I didn't mean
it. I don't know why I said it but I
just didn't mean it!" I could tell by
the way he was anxiously walking
back and forth in my office that Peter
was very upset. Kidding in an offhanded way with some of his
employees, he had made what had
sounded like a derogatory remark
directed at John. Now John feels hurt
and humiliated. He wants satisfaction.
Peter's foot is in his mouth and he's
swallowing hard.
What do you do if you feel you
have been wronged? I believe it is
always best to try to resolve such
things in a sensible, informal way
through communication. Talk it out,
either one-on-one or with a third
party, letting cooler heads prevail.
The employee relations specialist in
your personnel office is the preferable
one. He or she is trained for such
things.
However, in cases where discussion fails, there are methods for
redress. Employees may file either a
grievance or an EEO complaint. In
considering either option, they may
use the procedure without restraint,
interference, coercion, discrimination
or reprisal of any kind from any
management level. Let's briefly discuss both options.
To grieve or not to grieve, that is
the question. An employee may
present a grievance concerning a continuing condition at any time, but
must present a grievance concerning
a particular act or occurrence within
15 days of the date of the act or
occurrence, or the date s/he became
aware of it. An employee who
decides to file a grievance must
determine whether or not s/he is
covered by a bargaining agreement
under a specific union contract. If so,
there are probably procedures that
must be followed instead of any
Departmental regulations. Your local
steward or other union representative
can advise you of any union requirements. Contact it as soon as possible.
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If you are not covered by a union
contract, then the provisions contained in the Office of Personnel
Management (OPM) Federal Personnel Manual (FPM) Chapter 771,
Employee Grievances; the Department of the Interior Departmental
Manual Chapter 370 DM 771,
Employee Grievances; and NPS FPM
771, Employee Grievances, do apply.
The term grievance means "a
request by an employee, or by a
group of employees acting as
individuals, for personal relief in a
matter of concern or dissatisfaction
relating to the employment of the
employee(s) which is subject to the
control of agency management." In
grievance cases, employees seek
some type of personal relief.
Grievances are sometimes filed when
employees feel their rights have been
violated in such areas as leave
charges, denial of training, and work
schedule. Sometimes an employee
files a grievance in response to an
action taken by management. An
example of this would be the
employee who files a grievance concerning the performance (or nonperformance) of certain work assignments, or the employee who files a
grievance concerning a disciplinary
action taken by management (e.g.
restricting employees' use of leave).
There are many matters not
covered under the grievance procedure, such as nonselection for promotion from a valid certificate or the
content of the critical elements and
performance standards of an
employee's position. Please see the
Departmental Manual chapter cited
above for the full list of exclusions.
The grievance procedure provides
both informal and formal resolution
stages, although working things out at
the informal stage is encouraged. In
either case, oral and/or written
documentation must be made within
certain specified time frames. The
grievance procedure does require
time. It will not provide a "quick
fix" answer.
The Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) process is the other
avenue open to employees wishing to
file a complaint. In EEO cases, the
employee must feel that s/he has been
denied action or treated unfairly due

to race, color, religion, sex, national
origin, age or handicap. Sexual
harassment and reprisal also are
covered by EEO regulations. An
example of an EEO complaint might
be an employee who feels a promotion was denied because of race or
national origin.
The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), in Title 29
CFR 1613, outlines the coverage and
procedures for EEO cases. Unlike
grievance procedures, EEO cases provide the employee with the services
of an EEO counselor who mediates
between the employee and the
agency. The EEO counselor is an inhouse NPS employee trained in counseling techniques.

As in the grievance procedure,
there are informal and formal stages
to EEO cases with specific deadlines
that must be met. In EEO cases, the
employee contacts the EEO counselor
within 30 calendar days of the alleged
discriminatory action to report the
incident. The counselor then will outline the other filing and review procedures that must be met. Again, EEO
cases, like grievance cases, take time.
They do not afford easy solutions.
Getting back to my friends John
and Peter, rest assured that every
effort will be made to resolve their
situation before it gets to either the
grievance or EEO stage. People say
things without thinking. No one
really means to hurt anyone else.
Unfortunately, a person will say
something to appear funny that turns
out to be terribly personal to someone
else. Interaction with and among coworkers can be handled more easily
if we remember two common sense
rules: 1) treat others the same way

you would like to be treated; and 2)
think before you speak.
If you have questions concerning
grievance procedures, contact your
friendly personnel office. Questions
concerning EEO procedures may be
directed to your local EEO counselor
or your regional EEO manager. The
appropriate office can also provide
the pertinent grievance and EEO
chapters so you can "read all about
it."
Till next time, have a great day!

Many thanks to my colleagues, Joyce
Scordy (Branch of Labor and
Employee Relations) and Carolyn
Burrell (Office of Equal Employment
Opportunity), for their kind assistance
in the preparation of this article.

LETTERS

heredity; that perhaps even those
without extensive Park Service
experience can believe in its mission
and can contribute positively to the
organization.
This is an attitudinal problem
which cannot be "legislated" or
"policied" into change. It is not
something that can be resolved overnight. But without this change,
without eliminating the mystique
equating length of service or parentage with competency, any attempts at
improving employee motivations is
futile.
As a closing point, I would like to
ask all of you second-generation and
long-term Park Service employees:
Don't you feel that the Service would
be better off if we went back to the
"good of days" when true, dedicated park rangers who "paid their
dues" were running things? Isn't it
time to change this thinking?
Adam G. Karalius
Towson, MD

Having read Bill Wade's article
on "Institutional Identity," I felt
compelled to continue on his comments. I agree with Bill that there is
a need to establish and nurture
employees' understanding of and
belief in the Park Service's mission.
However, this will not be possible
until the Service overcomes its own
internal two-caste system.
Unfortunately, employees of the
Service are divided into two groups:
the "haves" and the "have nots,"
or, more popularly, those with
"green blood" and those without.
Despite the Director's efforts, this
dichotomy still exists; to downplay its
effect on employee morale is naive.
As an example, the editor comments after Bill Wade's article: "He
is a second generation Park Service
employee, having spent his youth in
Mesa Verde where his father was the
chief ranger for many years. Perhaps
as a result, he feels strongly what the
Service stands for." Would the editor
have reached the same conclusion if
Bill were a two-year Service
employee?
It is important for the Service to
realize that genetic breeding does not
guarantee success in an operation;
that heritage is not synonymous with

An organization is forming to
deal with the extreme disparity in pay
and working conditions found
between ranger positions and similar
jobs both within and outside federal
service. Working as the National
Alliance of Park Rangers and Firefighters, we will concentrate on basic
employment rights for seasonal and
permanent interpreters, rangers and
firefighters. Our strategy will involve
changing these inequities at the
Washington level. We are investigating hiring a lobbyist or attorney
familiar with OPM regulations.
Specifically, we propose addressing the following issues: 1) a seasonal
package that would provide automatic
step increases for time-in-grade as
well as the right for seasonals without
permanent status to apply competitively for permanent positions within
the NPS (a right that the National
Treasury Employees Union won for
all IRS seasonal workers); 2) a system that provides for binding arbitration where disputes arise between
supervisors or park administrators
and those they supervise—currently,
there is no easy recourse in parks

without union representation; the
supervisor has final say; 3) compensation for scheduled but unpaid oncall status as well as changes in
required housing policies; 4) a complete revision of OPM grade guidelines that recognizes the complex and
diverse jobs that all in the 025 series
perform; comparability to BLM
rangers should be seriously studied.
Other agencies have successfully
dealt with these and other problems
through their unions or professional
associations—and they have all used
professional lobbyists or attorneys.
There is no doubt we can accomplish
our goals but it will require a concentrated effort by all in the 025 series.
We of the Alliance invite all those
interested in aggressively pursuing
these basic employment rights—that
are the standard everywhere but the
National Park Service—to join us.
We are working out a structure
for the organization as well as an
agenda, projected costs, and dues.
We need your suggestions and help.
Get your name on our mailing list.
Write: National Alliance of Park
Rangers and Firefighters, P.O. Box
3623, Sonora, CA 95370.
As stewards of our nation's
heritage, we are idealists by the very
act of becoming rangers. The only
way to stop Park Service administrators and Washington from continuing
to take advantage of our love for the
job is to present them with a united
voice, clearly and firmly expressing
our needs and concerns.
George Durkee
Sequoia & Kings Canyon NPs

Oops!
Nancy Marcey's article concerning
the Horace Albright Fund in the
April Courier neglected to mention
the tremendous financial contribution made to that fund by Laurance
S. Rockefeller and Jackson Hole Preserve, Inc. Our apologies!
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BY MARILYN LUTZ

REJUVENATION FOR
LAKE HOTEL

TWRS CAPTURES SPIRIT OF AN ERA.
Turning an aging frame hotel into an elegant, sophisticated lodging facility in the 1980s is a task similar in magnitude to that
undertaken by the Yellowstone Park Association (YPA) when
they constructed the original building between 1889 and 1891.
The YPA relied on the Northern Pacific Railroad to fund the
initial construction of the hotel, but the National Park Service
has turned to other sources to finance its current renovation program.
In 1976 and again in 1978 the Denver Service Center conducted comprehensive investigations of more than 1,000 concession buildings in Yellowstone, including the Lake Hotel.
They uncovered a bleak picture of extensive deterioration and
unsafe conditions. The 1978 investigative report recommended
a $44 million rehabilitation program to bring the facilities into
compliance with safety codes.
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The National Park Service reacted to these recommendations
by embarking on a nine-year, $50 million program, known as
the Package 620 Concessions Facility Rehabilitation Program,
to rejuvenate concession facilities.
In 1979, the National Park Service purchased the possessory interest in Yellowstone Park Company from the General
Host Corporation. Two years later, TW Recreational Services,
Inc. (TWRS), successfully bid for the contract to operate the
now government-owned facilities. An important and innovative portion of the contract was a concessioner-funded,
government-approved Capital Improvement and Maintenance
Program (CIMP) requiring TWRS to commit 22 percent of its
gross revenue annually toward maintaining and upgrading the
facilities it operates.
The National Park Service and TW Recreational Services,
Inc., have been working together under Project 620 and CIMP
to tackle a variety of major renovation projects at Lake Hotel.

L

ake Hotel in 1929. Hie graciousness of this period is
being retained as the hotel is
lovingly restored.

During the fall of 1980 and on through the winter, NPS and
TWRS added fire escapes to the exterior, installed a sophisticated fire detection and alarm system, and replaced the original walls and ceilings in the east wing with non-combustible
material.
Weather conditions posed a special challenge. As workers
prepared to repaint interior walls, outside temperatures plummeted to -45 degrees. Interior rooms were a chilly zero to -10
degrees. Crews used electric heaters in an effort to warm resurfaced areas. Even so, paint froze as soon as it was applied. The
process had to be repeated under more favorable conditions.
Through the fall and winter of 1982-1983, the Park Service
replaced the hotel's entire foundation, never elevating the existing structure more than one-quarter of an inch. In many areas
the construction work took place with less than 18 inches of
clearance.
Also during the winter of 1982-1983, the NPS gutted the
interior of the old kitchen and built a new kitchen within the
shell.
TWRS renovated the lobby, dining room, and employee dining room during the winter of 1984-1985. This project involved
relocating the gift shop, and other extensive remodeling. The
architects sought to recreate the ambience of the hotel as it was
earlier in this century. They were able to use original furnishings, such as wicker chairs, plant stands, and writing tables from
the 1920s, refurbished in TWRS' furniture repair shop.
To extend the atmosphere of the lobby and dining areas,
TWRS rehabilitated sleeping rooms and corridors in the east
wing during the winter of 1986-1987. The project entailed
demolitation of interiors; installation of new heating, plumbing, and sprinkler systems; and construction and furnishing of
all-new rooms and baths.
This winter TWRS has been renovating rooms in the west
and central wings. Next summer the Park Service will be
involved in reroofing, exterior painting, and repair of historic
mill work at the hotel.

In addition, traffic circulation will be improved so visitors
can arrive at the historic porte cochere rather than the less attractive rear entrance. The area around the entrances will be landscaped to improve the appearance of the hotel and grounds.
Since the hotel has remained open throughout its remodeling and renovation, construction has generated interest and questions from visitors. The Park Service decided to answer these
questions by preparing for the hotel lobby a panel exhibit
explaining why the renovation projects were needed and how
they were being accomplished.
By 1989 the National Park Service and TW Recreational
Services, Inc., will have spent $13 million on Lake Hotel to
return it to prime condition, reminiscent of the grand hotels of
the past. Without close cooperation, this outstanding achievement would not have been possible.

Some of the material in the articles on Lake Hotel was taken
from Plain to Fancy: The Story of the Lake Hotel with permission of authors Barbara Dittl and Joanne Mallmann. Tliis book
is available from concessioners in the park.
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How Lake Hotel Came To Be
Lake Hotel in Yellowstone is about to celebrate the
centennial of its construction.
Why focus attention on the Lake Hotel when so many
fascinating natural phenomena occur in Yellowstone? The
hotel at Lake is the oldest one in the park, and it has an
interesting history. According to Superintendent Bob Barbee in a speech to the National Conference of State
Historic Preservation Officers, "the cultural resources of
Yellowstone are not secondary to the natural values, but
(are) rather the remaining and irreplaceable examples of
its development to preserve the natural values for the
benefit and enjoyment of the people."
Lake Hotel has a southern exposure on the shore of
Yellowstone Lake, approximately two miles from the
lake's outlet. Financially backed by the Northern Pacific
Railroad, the Yellowstone Park Association, an early concessioner, began constructing the hotel in 1889. The railroad hoped its investment would pay off with increased
passenger traffic to "Wonderland," as its publicists called
the park.
Because of difficulties obtaining supplies, transporting them over rough wagon roads, finding able construction workers and managing development, the Lake Hotel
did not open for business until the 1891 summer season.
At first it was a large, unpretentious frame structure
containing 80 rooms, similar to other hotels built along
railroad rights-of-way during that period. Guests arrived
by stagecoach via the Grand Loop Road or by steamboat
from West Thumb. A visit to Yellowstone Lake and a
night at the hotel added an extra day to a tour of the park.
As business increased over the years, it became necessary to repair and enlarge the hotel's facilities to accommodate the genteel crowd and the new auto traveler.
Between 1893 and 1923, alterations increased the number of rooms and upgraded facilities available to travelers.
Harry Child, owner of Yellowstone Park Association,
hired architect Robert Reamer to design most of the
remodeling. He transformed the nondescript building into
an elegant resort hotel with colonial styling and neoclassical elements.
Reamer remodeled the exterior by changing the window pattern and adding columns, false balconies, and
decorative moldings. He expanded the dining room, constructed the porte cochere (drivers' entrance) and the
lobby "sunroom," and added an east wing in 1923. Paint-
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tagecoaches at Lake Hotel
in 1905, showing the
historic entrance. NPS photo.

ing the wing a soft yellow helped unify the old and new
structures.
Reamer changed the character of the interior public
spaces by altering the floor plan as new services were
needed. He designed the large tiled fireplace, lobby
columns, light fixtures, and a new stairway. The original
heavy oak furnishings were replaced with lighter reed
chairs and tables, while the nearly 200 guest rooms
remained somewhat stark and utilitarian.
From 1933 to 1938 the hotel closed because of the
Great Depression. It closed again during World War II.
The building reopened in 1946, and has continued operating each summer since.
During the early 1900s the Lake Hotel stood out as
a restful vacation spot overlooking the majestic lake and
distant mountain ranges. Clara Green, an early concession employee, wrote in her diary of the "beutiful [sic]
water"...and "the pleasant home of Lake Hotel." Today,
restoration work is preserving the historical setting as well
as the associated feelings and experiences Lake Hotel has
been providing visitors for almost one hundred years.
Marilyn Lutz

BY MARILYN LUTZ

THE
LAKE
RANGER
STATION

R E S T O R I N G A T R A D I T I O N . Early m the
history of the National Park Service, Yellowstone Superintendent Horace M. Albright and NPS Director Stephen T. Mather
envisioned rangers as far more than law enforcement officers.
They saw a need for rangers trained to guide visitors and explain
the wonders of the park. Consequently, when the Service needed
to replace ranger stations at Lake, Canyon, and the Northeast
Entrance, they worked with architects to incorporate "community rooms" into the plans. These areas were intended to give
rangers a place to meet with visitors and talk about the park.
Referring to Lake Ranger Station in his 1922 Annual Report,
Superintendent Albright wrote:
The plans for this building, developed by the landscape
Engineering Division of the Park Service, have given us
a structure unique in type and at the same time well suited
for its requirements. The large community room forms an
octagon in plan which is slightly less than forty feet across.
In the center is a great stonefireplace, open on four sides,
which will present a campfire effect. A wing 26 feet by
38 feet provides quarters for the rangers stationed at this
junction, the space being divided into a combined kitchen

and dining room office, dormitory and bath with ample
hall and closets. Logs have been utilized in the construction of the station with roof of sawed shakes and with a
broad terrace of flat stones.
Merritt I. Tuttle of Fromberg, MT, was the contractorbuilder for the Lake Ranger Station. The logs and other rustic
materials he used in its construction helped harmonize the
development with the natural landscape. Mather called the completed station a "triumph of woodland architecture." Of the
three ranger stations mentioned above, Lake Station is the only
one remaining.
During the day, the Lake Ranger Station provided summer
visitors with a place to get their bearings and any information
they might need. In the evenings, visitors gathered in the
octagonal community room for entertaining nature lectures. In
the winter the station served as a hub from which ski patrols
were launched.
A north wing was added in the 1930s to accommodate permanent residents.
Over the years, the station's log exterior deteriorated in the
harsh winter weather, and its decorations of elk antlers, bison
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hmake Ranger Station in 1949.

skulls, and sheep horns were removed. The great stone fireplace was covered over and the octagon room was partitioned
into office space.
We now recognize the historical and architectural significance of the Lake Ranger Station. It has been nominated
to the National Register of Historic Places, and in 1985 work
began to restore the structure's exterior.
The NPS contracted Dr. Harrison Goodall of Conservation
Services, a specialist in preserving log structures, to stabilize
the exterior. Deteriorated log ends, rafters, and sill logs were
replaced, and the foundation was repaired. The roof was
replaced with double-coursed wood shingles and new ridge poles
to match the original. Goodall also matched historic paint colors
and chinking materials.
Crews worked meticulously to make the restoration as
authentic as possible. For example, the original daubing was
analyzed and found to contain beach sand from the Fishing
Bridge area and elk hair to bond the mortar together. For the
restoration, the same beach sand, bonded this time with upholstery hair, was used.
In 1986 and 1987, National Park Service crews restored the
interior of the octagon and remodeled the station's office and
residential space. This was the first real restoration effort on
an interior nominated to the National Register in Yellowstone.
A cooperative effort between the Maintenance and Ranger Divisions met this challenge.
Workers reopened the octagonal community room, and the
massive stone fireplace was seen for the first time in many years.
Crews replaced the wooden floor, installed architecturally com-
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patible lights, wrought iron hardware and doors, and repaired
and cleaned the newly exposed logs and rafters. Office space
was relocated to the west wing, and the residential addition was
remodeled.
The structure continues to be used as a ranger station and
permanent residence, but now it more closely resembles its
original appearance.
It is fitting that Horace Albright was remembered at the
rededication service of the Lake Ranger Station in the spring
of 1987. His vision of rangers as guides or interpreters of Yellowstone was farsighted, as interpretation remains part of every
park employee's job. He and Mather would have been pleased
to know that naturalists once again presented interpretive programs in the Lake Ranger Station Community Room last
summer.

Marilyn Lutz was an intern working at Yellowstone's Public
Information Office as part of her graduate program at Miami
University (Oxford, OH), during the time she developed this
series of articles.

BY MARILY NIXON

STEVE FULLER—
A YELLOWSTONE PORTRAIT
P

hotographer, educator, sculptor, lecturer and writer, Steve
Fuller wears many hats. He regularly is commissioned by
the National Geographic Society to do photo features for its prestigious magazine. Not content to do anything halfway, Steve
recently wrote a feature article for National Wildlife to accompany his photographs of Yellowstone in winter. And all this is
only in his spare time.
For a living, Steve leads a summer maintenance crew and
is winterkeeper at Canyon Lodge, thirty-seven miles into the heart
of Yellowstone. He's a familiar sight in winter, sawing, shoveling mounds of snow off the lodge and cabin roofs. But it's the
summertime maintenance work that most demands his time. Says
Steve, "I see the intensity of my summer workload as a counterbalance to winter. I do much more photography and writing
in the winter months."

And how productive those winter months are! Steve's photographs and articles have netted him first honors in international
competitions ranging from places as far away as London and
Amsterdam and have appeared in a host of top-flight environmental and travel publications.
An "Amateur" Photographer
Despite his resounding successes with camera and pen, Steve
considers himself a dilettante, or amateur lover of the arts. Outside of an eighteen-month stint with a commercial darkroom
in Boston, he has no formal photographic training. He attributes his acclaim to a carefully cultivated "vision," or receptivity
to the environment.
Steve specializes in photographing familiar Yellowstone

O teve Fuller
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scenes—with a twist. His favorite subject is wildlife shot from
a low angle, or against the morning mist, or framed by plants
or other natural features. According to Steve, his best photographs draw together several of these techniques. Use of a widea igle lens allows him to situate the animal in its natural environment. He finds this type of composition, which he calls "living
landscape," particularly rewarding. Steve's living landscapes
combat what he sees as the gradual denuding of the western landscape.
The Call Of The Wild
Yellowstone seemed an unlikely place for Steve and his wife,
Angela, to settle during the early seventies. The pair had met
during college in Angela's native England, taught in Uganda and
Kenya, and spent time in San Francisco and Boston. Memories
of the African bush drew the Fullers to the open country of the
western U.S. during a break from work in Boston. Although
they planned to avoid the bustle of Yellowstone, the Fullers ended
up visiting friends in nearby Island Park, ID, and were enchanted
with the area. They moved to the west in 1972, and then to West
Yellowstone for the winter. When the winterkeeper job at Canyon
came open, Steve leapt at it. "It seems there were no other applicants," he smiles. "No one wanted to live in that kind of isolation."
Soon after moving to Canyon, Steve and Angela learned how
completely winter could isolate the interior of the park. Mail
and visitors came at six-week intervals. There were no food or
gas facilities, and the snow plows didn't reach Canyon until late
April. Those first few years, the couple filled their leisure hours
with skiing, art projects, and tutoring their two daughters, Emma
and Skye, at home. When Emma, the elder, entered seventh
grade, Angela moved with the girls to park headquarters at Mammoth Hot Springs for the winter season. Angela is now location manager at the Mammoth Hotel in the winter and at the
Canyon Lodge in summer. On winter weekends, she bundles
the girls onto a snowmobile to visit Steve at Canyon.
Pie In The Sky
Steve's wish list includes publishing a book of his photographs, experimenting with deep water sailing, and returning
to Africa. In the works is a book about the individual's relationship to place. Meantime, Steve continues to devote himself
to his various pursuits. "I'll stay in this place," he says, "until
I've created an artistic artifact of my experience here. I still have
something to do here," he says, gesturing toward the snowblanketed Yellowstone landscape.

Marily Nixon is a writer who has worked at several national
parks, among them Yellowstone. She was a volunteer in Yellowstone's Public Information Office during the time she authored
this and other articles.
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Awards And Recognition
Steve Fuller's photographs won first place and two
second places in the International Wildlife Photographer
of the Year competition in London; first place in the
National Wildlife Photographic Contest; three first places
in the Het Avontuur Van de Natuur in Amsterdam; first
prize in the American West Competition, and other prizes
in other competitions.
Steve has held one-man photographic exhibitions in
Cody, WY, and in Bozeman and Livingston, MT. His work
has hung in the British Museum in London; at Phototechnik in Hamburg,Germany; and in international shows in
Amsterdam.
His photographs have appeared in the following national
publications: National Geographic Society books and
magazines (he also contributed text for several pieces);
Audubon magazine, calendars and catalogs; Geo; Outside;
Mariah; Natural History; Sports Afield; Science Digest;
Ranger Rick; Dial; Rocky Mountain; National WildlifeSierra; and books published by Sunset, Time-Life,
National Wildlife Society, Reader's Digest, and others. The
BBC recently awarded second place to his article about
coyotes, in competition with all feature magazine articles
published in Great Britain last year.
The Albright Visitor Center in Mammoth Hot Springs
is housing an exhibit of Steve's work as a long-term display. This exhibit, entitled "Yellowstone Seasons" includes
approximately 50 color photographs depicting the wildlife, scenery, thermal features, and seasons in Yellowstone.

BY DON KILLIAN

1898

MODERN ADVENTURERS ON THE
C H I L K O O T TRAIL.
Easily 1,500 hardy souls
annually challenge the more than 4,000-foot elevation and
33-mile route that is the Chilkoot Trail. These travelers arrive
in all sorts of weather—they hike up the path through fog, cold,
rain, and wind. They are German, British, Swiss, Austrian,
Danish, and Australian, with a sprinkling of Canadians and
Alaskans. Only a small portion of visitors come from the rest
of the United States.
Why do they come? Why do any of us attempt to accomplish difficult things? I suspect it is to challenge this microcosm
of Northern wilderness, to relive the exciting, heady days of
'98, and do it in our own style.
Among the adventurers this year were a couple of Danish
and British origin who carried an aluminum canoe over the pass,
put in at the headwaters of the Yukon river at Lake Lindeman
and floated to Dawson City, Yukon, and beyond to the Northwest Territories. This sturdy, determined couple relayed gear
and canoe so that they had hiked the equivalent of the Chilkoot
trail three times once they reached Lake Bennett at the trail's
terminus in Canada. They did it this way because they wanted
to experience some of the hardships that the miners knew.
Accustomed to a series of shelters in the mountains of Europe, those who arrived from the continent expected similar accommodations along the Chilkoot trail and often faced with
trepidation those nights they had to spend without the comfort
of such shelters.
Nonetheless, the hikers were a tough lot. There was a Canadian who completed the trail in five days with a full pack. Not
too unusual except that he had only one leg. The youngest person to cross over the pass was an 18-month old carried on his
mother's back. Another couple carried only two cotton sleeping bags, a tarp and a small shoulder packquite a contrast to
all the high tech gear most people carried. This could have been
dangerous considering the nearly arctic weather typical on the
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trail any time of the year. As it was, they planned to hike the
trail in only two days, had completed it before, and were
marathoners.
But this couple was by no means the fastest. There were
several groups, including a family with a nine- and a twelveyear-old who completed the trail in under 12 hours. To complete the Chilkoot Trail in that amount of time, it is necessary
to jog most of the way, a difficult task since much of the way
is a tangle of roots and boulders. The chances of a twisted knee
or ankle are great; indeed, it is amazing there haven't been any
serious injuries in more than eight years.
Sheep Camp, a backcountry ranger station about 13 miles
up the trail from its southern starting point, is a popular staging area for the assault on the pass, a tough 3-1/2 miles and
2,000 feet further on. There could be 60 people on any given
night setting up camp and cooking dinner in the campground
near the log shelter. Many of this very cosmopolitan crowd had
come to Alaska to hike the Chilkoot trail and, with whatever
time was left, to see other parts of the state. They had dreamed
of and planned this hike for several years before making the
long journey from their own countries to this remote, northern
part of the United States. When asked where they had heard
of the Chilkoot, since very few of their American counterparts
were as well informed, they replied casually that the trail was
very famous in Germany and that many had heard of it through
reading the stories of Jack London.
Travellers along the Chilkoot usually decided to hike the trail
in historic fashion, from south to north. A few did the opposite. No matter. In whichever direction they took to the trail,
they enjoyed the challenge. And the trail made a strong impact
on them as well. In Germany or Austria or Australia, to
whatever country they return, they remember the Chilkoot and
dream of coming back.
Don Killian is an experienced traveller along the Chilkoot trail.
Wlien not working for the Park Service he lives in Bozeman, MT.
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BY JOHN ROTH

SPECIAL POPULATIONS
UNDERMiSniHll
C

arlsbad Caverns NP works and deals with a very special
population—geologists—perhaps more of them, indeed,
than do any other areas in the NPS system. They come for a
myriad of reasons. Since about three quarters of the world's
oil resides in carbonate rocks, oil companies send hundreds of
their geologists to the park each year to look at the excellent
exposures of calcium-rich rocks both above and below ground.
One of the best exposed and least altered fossil reefs in the world
draws stratigraphers, geomorphologists, paleontologists, hydrologists and sedimentologists from all over the globe.
Many speleologists who come here belong to the Cave
Research Foundation (CRF), a volunteer organization of explorers, surveyors and scientists actively carrying out research
at Sequoia/Kings Canyon, Mammoth, Carlsbad and Guadalupe
Mountains. According to the president of CRF, Dr. Ron Wilson, researchers come because the cavern "is a tremendous
underground laboratory that allows us to explore geological and
biological processes." Caves are often sites of deposition instead of erosion and have fairly constant climates that slow deterioration. As a result caves preserve fossils, crystals and
artifacts that provide clues to history, records that have been
lost forever on the surface.
Continued discoveries of new caves and passages prompt new
curiosity and research. In the last two years the known passage
length of Lechuguilla Cave has been extended more than seven
miles. The cave is now the third deepest in the country.
And, finally, geologists come here because it is a fairly warm
place to spend the winter, especially underground!
Geologists also come here because of the strong encouragement and commitment of the park's cave resource management
staff to further pertinent research. Geologists are assisted by
park staff who lead cave and surface tours for visiting oil company, university or museum groups—about 30 such trips last
year. Usually on their own time, park staff help geologists in
various studies, sometimes just transporting equipment or serving as additional bodies to make a cave trip safer. But often
they assist in gathering information through surveying, monitoring and photography. According to Dr. Michael Queen, a
sedimentary petrologist who has been doing geological research
in the cavern for more than ten years, "a tremendous amount
of research has been carried out in the park. This is partly because of the active support, interest and positive feedback that
I have received from park employees."
CRF volunteers also support science. Although many members of the CRF are not geologists, their exploration and map-
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A-J onald Davis, cave explorer and geologist, ascends 200 foot vertical drop to spirit world above Big Room at
Carlsbad Caverns NP

ping establish the foundation for comprehensive geological
studies of the park's 74 caves. Last year, the CRF volunteered
more than 3,000 hours to studying park caves.
What has geological research conducted at the park taught
us? Evidence indicates that many Guadalupe caves form deeper in the earth than most caves, with sulfuric acid and/or mixing zones of briny and fresh water dissolving out some of the

tower coralloids, moonmilk and guano conulites, underwater
helictites, bent stalactites, aragonite "bushes," hydromagnesite balloons, dolomite flowstone, lemon yellow sulfur, skyblue celestite and huntite crinkle blisters. Acidic condensation
from cave airflow has delicately etched out millions of fossils
on the cave walls, making this one of the best places in the world
to study fossil reefs and the distribution of their former inhabitants.
Whatever benefits geologists have gained from the park have
come back tenfold. As Dr. Wilson has put it, "The Cave
Research Foundation performs baseline research and long term
studies that would not be cost effective for the NPS to perform.
Active research not only provides answers to critical research
and resource management problems but also provides a sense
of dynamic discovery that can and should be conveyed to park
visitors through creative interpretation." Carol Hill, co-author
of Cave Minerals of the World, has just completed a major book
on Guadalupe cave formation and mineralogy. The Natural History Association sells several cave maps produced by the CRF.
More than 200 articles, theses, and dissertations have been written about park geology. Donations from oil companies have put
some of this research into the public view. Sohio and Shell gave
a total of $52,000 to finance construction of a model of the
cavern for the park's visitor center. Amoco just recently donated $45,000 to finance a geological movie for the new
auditorium.

world's largest underground chambers. This allows caves to
exist for millions of years before being destroyed by surface
erosion.
Tremendous amounts of time, sulfuric acid, evaporation and
condensation solution have helped form many rare or unique
cave formations, shapes, and minerals, such as spitzkarren (an
erosional feature long mistaken for stalagmites), bell canopies,

All these benefits must be weighed carefully against protecting park resources. Many, if not most, geologists are aware
of this problem, summarized by Dr. Wilson: "Thoughtful
management of NPS resources requires balancing the potential
contribution of proposed research against potential erosion of
resources that may result from poorly planned or consumptive
research projects." According to Dr. Queen, "everybody thinks
their case is special. Geologists can be just as demanding as
any other group."
Dealing with many geologists helps resource managers at
the park decide which research projects are truly bona fide,
which ones best address management concerns, and which ones
cause needless duplication or resource destruction of delicate
minerals and fossils, non-renewable within our lifetimes.
Everybody coming to an NPS area belongs to a special population. Geologists visiting Carlsbad Caverns leave us an impression that they are very special indeed.
John Roth is a park ranger at Carlsbad Caverns.
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BY DOUGLAS FARIS

HOORAY! A TALLGRASS
PRAIRIE UNIT WITHIN SIGHT!
CONGRESS HAS DRAFT LEGISLA-

Imobelia cardinalis, a prairie flower. Photo by Erik Brynildson.
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I I U N . Imagine a tallgrass prairie extending 400,000 square
miles. Such a sight might take one's breath away. The first European settlers had a chance to glimpse the vast beauty of the open
prairie. Today that acreage is much diminished. What remains
of the true tallgrass prairie exists only in a few isolated areas
located mostly in Kansas and Oklahoma. For more than 40 years,
the National Park Service has worked for the establishment of
a tallgrass prairie unit. Now that dream may be coming true.
Since 1985, at the request of the Oklahoma congressional delegation, the National Park Service has provided technical assistance
to an Oklahoma advisory group comprising landowners, conservationists and delegation members. Focusing on potential boundary configurations, management concepts, resource management
issues, and development options, the group has been studying an
area of prairie in northern Osage County near Pawhuska, OK—
the Osage Hills, approximately 60 miles northwest of Tulsa, covering a 23- by 16-mile area composed primarily of large ranches.
Osage County is the largest in Oklahoma. It is home to the
Osage Tribe, for whom all mineral resources are held in trust
by the Secretary of the Interior for benefit to the tribe. Known
for its large cattle ranches and oil and gas production, the county
also contains the least impacted, best remaining example of tailgrass prairie.
So why, after the controversy of the past 20 years over a tallgrass prairie unit in Kansas, have Congressional eyes turned to
Oklahoma? A 1974-1975 NPS study identified three desirable tallgrass prairie areas, one in the Osage Hills area of Oklahoma,
the other two in the Chase and Wabaunsee areas of Kansas. Attention focused on the Osage Hills in 1985 when the Barnard Ranch
became available for purchase. Various national conservation
groups, including the National Parks and Conservation Association, The Nature Conservancy, the Audubon Society, and the
Oklahoma Wildlife Federation, became involved in efforts to
establish a prairie unit in Osage County.
A key aspect of the growing push for the Osage Hills site is
the willingness of several large landowners to participate in the
project. A 50 percent decline in land value and the uncertain
profitability of ranching has put areas maintained in good condition for the past few decades on the market. As a result, the strong
landowner opposition that existed in Kansas on former proposals
is not present in Oklahoma.
While the business community, state government leaders,
national conservation organizations, and many individuals strongly
support the Osage Hills prairie preserve concept, the Osage Tribe

T

allgrass Prairie study area showing a prairie vista on the
Adams Ranch. Photo by Harvey Payne.

has opposed such a unit. Relocated to Osage County in 1871 from
their Kansas and Missouri areas on lands carved from the old
Cherokee Outlet (the federal government purchased lands from
the Cherokee Nation for the Osage) they found their economy
changing dramatically in 1896 when drillers hit oil. Then, in 1906,
Congress passed an act that divided tribal lands once held in common among individual members of the Osage Tribe. Much of
this land has since passed out of Osage ownership. However, oil,
gas, and other minerals were reserved in common for the Osage
Tribe. As a result of revenues derived from oil and gas production, the Osage Tribe has prospered.
Concerning the Osage Tribal Council is the potential impact
of a prairie preserve on oil and gas development. The study area
includes active oil and gas production sites that, according to
draft legislation, would continue under existing regulations of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Environmental Protection
Agency. Representatives of the National Park Service and the
Department of the Interior have agreed that continued production would be compatible with preserve management and are
committed to this approach. However, the Council feels uncertain about such an arrangement and opposes the legislation.
During the summer of 1987, NPS representatives and Assistant Secretary Bill Horn negotiated agreements with members
of the Oklahoma Congressional delegation on key issues of
preserve management. In December 1987, Oklahoma's U.S.
Senators Don Nickles and David Boren and Congressmen Micky

Edwards and James Inhofe demonstrated their interest and
leadership in the tallgrass prairie issue by introducing companion bills in the Senate and House of Representatives.
The bills introduced, S. 1967 and H.R. 3803, propose preservation of a significant example of the tallgrass prairie ecosystem
with its vast, sweeping scenes; fostering the study and application of management practices applicable to the restoration and
preservation of indigenous tallgrass prairie species; interpretation of the history of the Osage Tribe, oil and gas production
on the reservation, and an appreciation of our Western American heritage including cattle ranching in the southern plains. The
boundary of the proposed preserve includes three core units that
total 49,558 acres and a conservation easement area of 48,353
acres that surrounds most of the core units and major access
roads. The core units are to be acquired in fee.
While so much progress has been achieved on this current
proposal, major hurdles still must be overcome before a tailgrass unit is a reality. The bills as introduced are very complex
and lack the support of the Osage. The legislative process will,
no doubt, result in other changes to the bills as introduced. It
is hoped that resulting legislation will have a broad base of support with acceptable accommodations of Osage Tribal needs.

Douglas Faris is Chief, Division of Planning and Design, Southwest Region.
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BY MARY O. REINHART

TELL MY
STORY
A

magazine has grown out of the experiences, hopes and
even fears of the youngsters living in the predominantly
black neighborhood adjacent to the Edgar Allan Poe NHS. It
was not always so. Located in the heart of urban Philadelphia,
the area is a combination of institutional, commercial and
residential buildings. As in any large city, there are vacant lots,
traffic, abandoned buildings, graffiti and litter. In this setting,
the staff wanted the site to be a positive element to be used
productively by the youngsters it served.
How could they achieve this? An idea formed. While Poe
lived in Philadelphia, he was a prolific writer and editor for
major magazines. He even dreamed of owning a magazine. So...
why not have the kids develop their own magazine? Park Ranger
Onnternor Blount (who recently received the first Director's
Award for Superlative Achievement in the Art and Science of
Interpretation) organized the project that each week drew neighborhood children, ages 6-13, to the Poe House. Here they
learned about the spirit of writing through their own stories,
essays and poems, and finally through their own magazine.
What follows are selections from the work of these creative people.

TELL MY STORY
Tell my story
Of magic things
Wizzard Kings
Magic things.
When it is over
I'm in the bed
They keep growing
Inside my head.
Taneeka Bibb
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THE LAST DAY I SAW POE
It was on a dark Sunday.
He was going to Boston. With his Black cat.
While he was on his way, he had paper and a pen.
He wrote and wrote, then he came up with an idea.
It was on the way to Boston.
He wrote a song.

I WANT TO BE
I want to be a singer
Rocking to the beat
From across the street

WRESTLER
I bust him in the nose
I bust him in the mouth
I'll do the head lock
And do the head bump
Phillip Deveaux (7)

I LOVE NIEMA SHE LOVES ME
POLICEMAN

I love when my girlfriend talks to me sweet.
I also like when we talk about growing up.
She will be a good wife.
We will have a good marriage.
We will have a kid.
I will love my kid a lot.

I want to be a policeman
po-po-po-policeman
I want to write
I want to rap

Michael Leadum

Jameel

SUNSHINE
When the morning's here, the sun shines on things
like in the water in the park and stuff like that.
And everybody wakes up and docs something
like go to school.
Weak people feel the sun too.
And some people like the sun because it feels very, very, very
good.
Tamika R. Cintron
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NATURE'S
CHILD
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TINIEST VISITORS
TO OUR PARKS

Photos by Diana Adams
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BY ROBERT DAVIDSON

SIX SCORE
AND FIVE
P

resident Woodrow Wilson,
flanked by a Union and a
Confederate veteran, arrives at
the Great Tent to address veterans at the 50th anniversary
celebration in 1913. Photo
courtesy of Pennsylvania
Historical and Museum Commission.

F

lags flutter in Gettysburg
to welcome visitors for the
75th anniversary. The event
brought together the reunion of
Grand Army and Confederate
veterans. Henrietta Deatrick, a
local, and her helper hang an
anniversary shield. NPS photo.
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ettysburg centennial celebration at the Peace Light.

A NATION REMEMBERS GETTYSD U IvV^. The ' 'Battle of Gettysburg" is a phrase that evokes
diverse but powerful images. Whether it is its association with
Abraham Lincoln, the heroic futility of Pickett's Charge, or the
immeasurable human suffering it reaped, Gettysburg holds a
special place in the heart of the nation. Because of this, Gettysburg NMP felt a keen sense of responsibility when planning
began last fall to commemorate the battle's 125th anniversary.
The park staff realized how essential it was to accurately identify and honor those abiding human values so often obscured
by grand strategies and impersonal statistics. They also wanted
to encompass the widest variety of themes and activities so that
the anniversary would have meaning for a broad spectrum of
the national and international community.
The reaction from sponsoring groups was not only immediate but so overwhelming that the staff also saw an urgent need
for an umbrella organization that could effectively coordinate
the effort. Under the leadership of Superintendent John Earnst
and State Representative Ken Cole, The Battle of Gettysburg
125th Anniversary Commission was created by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and appointed by Governor Robert
Casey. It was charged with providing financial, professional,
and media relations assistance to the myriad of volunteer groups
that would be hosting the tens of thousands of visitors expected
to attend. After months of intensive preparations, the individual
elements of an eight-month program series finally crystallized
in April.
Although the community-wide calendar contained twenty
separate events, six of those formed the basic framework of the
125th anniversary year.
THE 121 ST MEMORIAL DAY OBSERVANCE took place
in the Gettysburg National Cemetery on May 30. The ceremony
included the traditional strewing of fresh flowers over graves
by local school children and the reciting of President Lincoln's
famous dedication remarks now known as the "Gettysburg
Address."
A BATTLE REENACTMENT, involving more than 8,000
troops and 100 artillery pieces and sponsored by the American
Civil War Commemorative Committee, was held July 24-26,
five miles south of the park on private property. Scheduled to
avoid congestion in Gettysburg over the July 4th weekend, the
three-day event portrayed, on a somewhat smaller scale, historic
battle action from McPherson Ridge on the First Day to Pickett's Charge on the climactic Third Day.
ON JULY 1-3, the NPS brought together 1,100 of the most
authentic and best trained living history soldier/demonstrators
in the country to re-create a Civil War encampment. With equal
representation by Union and Confederate infantry, artillery, and
cavalry, the event featured vignettes of camplife and a series
of narrated, regimental-sized demonstrations of battle maneuvers and tactics. Supporting demonstrations included the Signal Corps, Sanitary Commission, a medical detachment,
engineers, and the camp sutler.

THE ETERNAL LIGHT Peace Memorial focused a July 3
rededication ceremony marking the 50th anniversary of its initial lighting by President Franklin Roosevelt in 1938. Sponsored
by the Gettysburg Peace Commission, the program's theme was
"The World United in the Search for Peace." It featured the
musical "Peace Child," a symbolic relighting of the original
gas flame. Coinciding with the final, bloody day at Gettysburg
125 years before, this program emphasized the hope of all
mankind for international brotherhood and a world without war.
AN ENDURING LINK was formed between President Abraham Lincoln and Gettysburg when he offered a few eloquent
remarks at the dedication of the Gettysburg National Cemetery
on November 19, 1863. Exactly 125 years later, a re-creation
of Lincoln's arrival and famous "address" will be sponsored
by the Gettysburg Travel Council and the Lincoln Fellowship.

IN AN EFFORT to achieve some lasting result from the
interest generated during the 125th anniversary, the NPS, the
Department of the Army, National Parks and Conservation
Association, Heritage Interpretation International, and the Council for America's Military Past are co-sponsoring a national symposium at Gettysburg entitled "War and Peace: A Conference
on Battlefield Preservation and Interpretation." To be held
November 16-18, the conference has been approved as an NPS
training course. Conference organizers hope to attract representatives from federal, state, and local preservation agencies to
identify successful management strategies for protecting and
interpreting battlefield settings in the face of encroachment by
modern development. For more information, contact Bruce
Craig, National Parks and Conservation Association, 1015 31st
Street, NW, Washington, DC 20007.

Robert Davidson is the assistant superintendent of Gettysburg
NMP.
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BY WILLIAM P. QUINN AND PHILIP A. FRANCIS

CRITICAL INCIDENT
STRESS-EVERYONE'S A
CANDIDATE

O

n a warm summer afternoon, while playing a leisurely
game of Softball, you are called to respond to a burn victim emergency. Your heart begins to pound; your breath
quickens; your mind frantically reviews the procedures for treating such patients. Fifteen minutes later you arrive at the scene,
where a middle-aged woman had set herself on fire. She is lying
by the road with third degree burns over 70 percent of her body.
The smell of burnt flesh is omnipresent. The woman is alert,
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apparently without pain; however she asks desperately for help.
Your palms sweat; again your heart pounds and your breathing
quickens. You have been well-trained to respond to medical
emergencies. The woman's burns are so extensive you carefully search her body for a place to introduce a needle through
which you can replace lost fluids. A small vein in the top of
her left foot provides what you're looking for. You realize that
you have one chance and one chance only to make a difference

in saving this life. The attempt successful, basic burn treatment
and stabilization continues; air transportation is on the way. Still,
you feel frustrated and angry because you have done all you
can and the patient continues to suffer. Finally she is transported
by an emergency helicopter to a medical facility.

•

a a

We all have experienced incidents of a stressful nature. No
doubt, many have claimed or heard others claim that such incidents "don't bother me." Often, people believe that professionals who are are trained to cope with human suffering no
longer feel it personally.
Yet, people do react to stressful situations and can suffer
adverse short or long-term effects if not treated, especially where
the situation is not managed with critical incident stress in mind.
Studies have shown that professional and lay person alike suffer
from critical incident stress symptoms—indeed, that some
professionals experience burnout as a result.
What about critical incident stress? What exactly is it? How
do we identify it? What should be done to minimize its adverse
effects? Critical incident stress is a strong emotional reaction
to an experience that potentially can interfere with one's ability to function either at the scene or later. The experience can
be a major disaster or a minor loss of blood. The only necessary element is that the incident generate strong emotional feeling. Not me, you say? The extent to which the situation takes
control can be startling.

a a a
Afterwards, you find yourself washing your hands repeatedly, trying to rid them of the burnt smell. A co-worker asks
why you spend so much time washing your hands. Until it's
pointed out, you hadn't noticed what you were doing. You feel
numb. You don't want to deal with cleaning the ambulance.
You just want to go home and be alone. The smell of human
flesh continues for days. It becomes more and more difficult
to sleep at night. A week after the incident you have nightmares
about what you saw at the scene. The intensity of the smell
increases. Lidless eyes and the cries, "Help me! Help me!",
become a regular part of your dreams. You leave the television
on at night, drink a few beers before bed, and become angry
when the phone rings. You don't want to be disturbed.

Symptoms of critical incident stress include, but are not
limited to, decreased effectiveness and efficiency of activity,
outbursts of anger, inability to rest or let down, periods of crying, social withdrawal, memory problems, mental confusion,
nausea, sweating or chills, headaches, faintness, fatigue, and
change in appetite.

It is important to manage people during critical incidents for
their individual protection, as well as for the protection of coworkers and victims. This can be done by observing individuals
involved at the scene, taking positive action, and recognizing
signs of critical incident stress.
Following the incident, it also may be important to have a
critical incident stress debriefing. Critical incident stress debriefings use mental health professionals to draw out the feelings
and emotions of those involved. Without these debriefings,
individuals can have adverse long-term psychological reactions
that sometimes can cause permanent dysfunctions.
Programs have been established where teams of professional
and non-professional assistants work together with incident commanders/responders to manage stress during critical incidents
as well as to conduct critical incident stress debriefings for those
exposed to critical incident stress. Those exposed could include
EMTs, dispatchers, bystanders, and managers.
For those interested in developing such programs, 50 critical incident stress debriefing teams are available throughout the
country at the present time. A list may be obtained through Dr.
Jeffrey Mitchell, Emergency Health Services Program, University of Maryland/Baltimore County, 5401 Wilkins Avenue,
Catonsville, MD 21228 ( or phone 301/455-3223).

a a a
You have just left a critical incident stress debriefing where
you learned that the things you have been experiencing are normal and that they have been experienced by other attendees.
You have been reminded by the debriefers that if these symptoms persist you should consult with them on a private basis.
You are confident that everyone in the room will abide by
promises of confidentiality. You feel much better.

William Quinn is a supervisory park ranger and Philip Francis
is administrative officer for Shenandoah NP.
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BY LARRY BECK, ANDREA PHILIPS, AND DANIEL DUSTIN

COMPUTERS
IN THE
WILDERNESS
A S E C O N D O P I N I O N . Progress is a key word
in our culture. Its popularity may be attributed to our collective desire to advance toward better futures. Even visitors to
the national parks could stand to gain from progress, according to an article by J. Douglas Cuillard ("Computers in the
Wilderness," February 1987 Courier). Cuillard advocated the
use of computers at Denali National Park and Preserve, AK.
According to the author, interactive computer systems that educate and inform visitors help increase the "severely over-taxed
park's capacity to provide quality individualized information
services." Computers are presented as a modern response to
the problem of providing information efficiently to park visitors.
For example, visitors can get "up-to-date answers" to their
questions without being "subjected to long waits in line," since
the system is available for use 24 hours a day. According to
Cuillard, the computer experience allows visitors to "actively
learn" about backcountry safety and minimum-impact
philosophy through simulated visual scenarios. He further revealed that similar computer programs proved "significantly
more effective than human instructors" in the military and medical fields. Cuillard concluded by asking whether we can "really
afford not to utilize the technology within our grasp as we try
to increase our effectiveness as information givers, and protectors of our visitors as well as our resources?"
Cuillard's article focused on the positive aspects of computers
as a means to convey information to park visitors. However,
there are negative aspects that must be examined as well. Furthermore, there seems to be a powerful contradiction involved
in the use of high technology "in the wilderness." Certainly,
we do not advocate the restriction of all computers in all parks.
We are not universally opposed to progress. Rather, we question the appropriateness of computers used for information dissemination in remote parklands such as Denali.
Before implementing an information dissemination strategy
involving computers, the costs and benefits must be assessed.
While acknowledging the positive aspects of computers to dispense information as outlined above, there are also drawbacks
to their use. For example, Cuillard neglected to discuss the susceptibility of the computers, which are available for 24-hour
use, to vandalism. The initial expenditure for a computer system was not discussed, but most certainly must be taken into
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Denali scene to be personally experienced. Photo by Larry Beck.

account. Additionally, the time-saving capacity of computers
must be evaluated in the context of time saved versus time
devoted to program design, program updates, and maintenance
("hundreds of hours" according to Cuillard).
Moreover, the argument that computers provide "quality
individualized information services" is misleading. Computers
are programmed primarily with generic information. Surely,
occasions arise when only a knowledgeable resource person can
answer specific questions.
It is also difficult to accept the contention that computers are
convenient and that visitors will not be subjected to long waits
in line. Currently, this may be the case. But what will happen
over time? The initial argument for the replacement of bank
tellers with automatic teller machines (ATMs) was so that
patrons could avoid lines. This held true until more and more
people began using ATMs. Now, in some instances, the lines
are as long as the original bank lines. Furthermore, inconvenience and panic summarize conditions when an ATM is
inoperable. Similarly, when visitor information computers are

\J

all ram. Photo by Larry Beck.

down, visitors may experience the same helpless, sinking feeling. Additionally, those visitors most interested in computers
are often children who find them a surrogate for video games.
According to some park managers, children tend to tie-up computers to the dismay of adults who are reluctant to displace the
kids.
Finally, there is the issue of quality over quantity. Some people prefer interaction with humans over computers. A ranger
detailing the possibilities for wildlife observation at Denali conveys an enthusiasm fundamentally different from the communication of the same information via a machine.
Even more disturbing than the costs outlined above is the
notion of high technology "in the wilderness." Roderick Nash
in Wilderness and the American Mind has indicated that a cornerstone of wilderness management is providing a contrast to
more civilized environments. And Howard Chapman, a past
regional director of the National Park Service, recently
admonished, "We (the NPS) have a responsibility when
administering an environment...to define how best the visitor

can relate to the area." At Denali it should seem evident that
the use of computers for visitor information is antithetical to
what the park best represents and has to offer visitors.
Alaska is "the last frontier," and, as such, it offers a rare
opportunity for primitive recreational pursuits. Computers as
a means of information dissemination may undermine the
experience many visitors hope to achieve. Support for this contention is found most universally in the writings of nature
philosophers. Aldo Leopold in A Sand County Almanac suggested that excessive mechanization destroys the cultural value
of wildlands. Sigurd Olson in Reflectionsfromthe North Country
advised, "Simplicity in all things is one of the secrets of the
wilderness." More recently Barry Lopez, in Arctic Dreams,
has advanced the importance of austerity in generating some
feeling for the remoteness of a landscape. Similar examples
could be documented from the writings of other prominent
figures in resource conservation, from Henry David Thoreau
to Edward Abbey.
One application of this philosophical base may be observed
at Gates of the Arctic National Park and Preserve. The draft
general management plan noted that extensive opportunities for
information could "interfere with visitors' opportunities for discovery and self-reliance." Remote parklands offer powerful
experiences that contrast with those found in civilized settings.
This is a critical consideration neglected in Cuillard's assessment of the possible costs of computers at Denali.
Cuillard's concluding statement is revealing. He questions
whether we can "really afford not to utilize the technology
within our grasp" as we attempt to better manage our natural
resources. We see it differently. We believe there are sufficient
opportunities to celebrate advancements in technology elsewhere. We suggest that the most imaginative strategy (in terms
of incorporating high-tech information dissemination into
Alaskan parks) would be to avoid it completely. To address
Howard Chapman's challenge, we must reflect more deeply
upon the meaning, the purpose, indeed the essence of our
national parklands. Rather than blindly using whatever technology may be within our grasp, we must also consider to what
degree the technology may compromise the ideals of our national
parks.

The authors all teach at San Diego State University. Dr. Beck
teaches wilderness resource management and outdoor education. He has worked for the National Park Service in the states
of Arizona, Alaska (Denali), California, and Utah. Andrea
Philips is a doctoral candidate teaching leisure philosophy. She
has worked for the Park Service in California. Dr. Dustin
teaches outdoor recreation planning and policy environmental
interpretation, and environmental ethics. He has written extensively in the area of recreation resource management.
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How well do you

understand the cus-

Manassas NBP is

planning to repeat
its successful bus tours, started
in the summer of 1987. Eastern
National Park & Monument
Association has contracted with
a Washington, DC, bus
company to provide a
20-passenger bus. Three times
each weekend day the bus
leaves the steps of the visitor
center for a 1-1/2 hour tour of
the Second Manassas
battlefield. Manassas NBP
interpreters point out battle
sites along the way and provide

On August 25, the

National Park Serv-

ice will host the largest open
house in the history of the
national park system. It is the
one day a year parks will not
charge visitors an entrance fee.
According to a provision in the
same bill that gave the Service
permanent fee collection
authority, the NPS must provide the public at least one feefree day. Celebration of
"National Parks Day"—August
25—not only will allow free
admission, but commemorate
the national park idea.
August 25 was selected
because this date in 1916
marked the establishment of the
Service and because it also
coincides with the high visitoruse season in most areas. Park
staffs will be developing outreach programs emphasizing
their area's unique resources,
in preparation for this special
day. The fee-free day also may
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short walking tours at several
locations. Visitors are charged
$4.50 per person (children
under six admitted free if they
can be held, thus not
occupying a seat). Of the 53
bus tours given in 1987, 1,036
out of a possible 1,060 tickets
were sold. According to Chief
Historian Edmund Raus, "The
program was quite successful
and well received by the
public. It helped encourage
more people to visit the lesser
known areas of the park."

provide opportunities to foster
further understanding and
appreciation of the NPS mission.
The 1987 funds collected
from the fee program have
already been distributed to
parks for such programs as
recruitment of additional
seasonal employees; expansion
of wildlife studies; and installation and/or repair of boundary
fencing to prevent resource
damage. In developing programs for the fee-free day,
parks have an opportunity to
focus on the positive contributions they have made and to
thank the American public for
their strong and continued support.
Nancy Marcey

toms and traditions of neighboring groups involved in
issues that affect your park?
Private industry has seen the
need for employee training that
teaches the languages and customs of the nations with which
they do business overseas. A
similar need brought 40 NPS
employees together at Mount
Rushmore NMem for a Native
American Awareness workshop
organized with the Oglala
Lakota people and The Oglala
Lakota Community College on
the Pine Ridge Reservation.
The Lakota Indians, commonly called the Sioux, believe
in living reverently and
respectfully, as directed by
their tribal customs and values.
This respect extends to all
things living and dead: the
values of Woope Woonspe,
translated, mean "living, obeying and learning the values of
the people, nation and all
things that are considered valuable and sacred."
Workshop participants
listened as Lakota College
instructor Calvin Jumping Bull
discussed the background of
Lakota culture and philosophy.
Perspectives on Lakota women
and their role was discussed by
tribal member Karen White
Eyes. She stated that relationships are very strong and kinships must be obeyed: "The
real aim of Lakota life—one
must obey kinship rules and

Frye, federal
Janice
women's program

coordinator at Fredericksburg
and Spotsylvania NMP,
organized an event commemorating women's history
month in which 25 government
employees representing nearly
a dozen agencies gathered at
the park. Staff historian Will
Greene spoke on the subject of
"Chatham's Remarkable
Women." The 18th-century
Georgian mansion was home to

one must be a good relative."
Other sessions included a discussion of racism, humor, and
family and education. Pat
Locke, elder of the Standing
Rock Reservation, discussed
how Lakota children are prepared for the challenge of living bi-culturally. Kevin Locke,
Lakota hoop dancer, flutist and
story teller from the Standing
Rock Reservation, played flutes
from several Indian tribes and
explained the importance of
music as the universal bridge
among all cultures. He performed a hoop dance symbolic
of the birth of spring and of
the connection among all things
that make up the world.
The workshop participants
came together for two days to
better understand and communicate with a culture they each
knew little about. Although
many questions were answered,
there are still more to ask. It
was only a beginning, but as
new roots of spring offer up
new growth, so the training
offered new hope that these
two entirely different cultures
will come closer together
through understanding and cultural exchange. In the words of
Chief Fools Crow, who closed
the proceedings: "Oh great
Spirit help all people to understand your ways and live in
your ways so that all people
can live in mutual respect and
understanding."
Jim Popovich

numerous families in the last
two hundred years. The women
of Chatham enjoyed prosperity
before the Civil War, and then
hardship as the war swept
through Fredericksburg.

plus years ago,
Fifty
President Roosevelt's
New Deal created the Civilian
Conservation Corps (CCC).
The first young men to
participate were assigned to
Camp 808 located in Piatt NP,
now a part of Chickasaw
NRA. A half-century later,
many of the structures their
hard work built are showing
signs of deterioration beyond
the help of cosmetic repair. A
crew of four men from Fort
Smith (Gary Smith, his father,
Kenneth, and two uncles, Joe
and Lonnie) came to
Chickasaw NRA last summer
to begin the task of restoring
and repairing all the CCC
facilities. About seven years
ago, they began doing
restoration work on historical
structures in the Southwest
Region as part-time NPS
employees. Their first job
involved rebuilding the old
gallows at Fort Smith, and
their subsequent assignments
have ranged from repairing the
rock work at San Antonio
Missions to rebuilding an old
grist mill at Buffalo River and
restoring the enlisted men's
barracks at Fort Davis.

The Smith Brothers, as they
frequently are called, don't
wear park uniforms and keep a
low profile as they go about
doing their very special work.

M

arch 20 might have
been a cold and

rainy day in the Cascades, but
inside the Backcountry Information center, around the wood
stove, it was a time of warmth
and tribute. North Cascades
NP staff and local people
gathered to share stories of
women who have contributed
to the history of the surrounding mountainous country. Jeanita Callahan shared memories
of her grandmother, Lucinda
Davis, an independent, tough
pioneer who loved the mountains and made her remote
home a place of refuge from
the hardships of the Skagit
"Goat" Trail. Hazel Tracy
remembered the characters who

Actually, when they are
working in an area it's usually
the best kept secret in the park.
They encourage this, for as
Gary said, "The maintenance
crews in any park are always
plenty busy with their own jobs
without being bothered by
helping out on our projects."
The Smith Brothers' work
on the Bromide Hill nature trail
involved replacing missing

stones in one of the barriers.
When they were done, it was
impossible to tell the new
stones from the old. Their
trade secret? Boil black walnuts
and use the water in mixing the
cement, thus creating the
desired blackish-gray color that
blends with normal weathering.
The Smith Brothers expect
to be doing this type of work
for years to come, since part of

their long-range plan is the
repair of all needy historical
structures, whether they be
trails or pavilions built by the
CCC or gallows from an era
long past.

frequented her Aunt Sadie's
Marblemount Hotel. Sarah
Harris gave loving credit to her
Indian women friends who
taught a "flatland bride" how
to supplement a meager income
by gathering food from the
streams and forest.
A younger generation of
North Cascades women also
shared their stories of pioneering new roles in the mountains.
Lora Hein was one of Cascades
first women backcountry
rangers, having her earned her
stripes in Yosemite where she
was the first female backcountry ranger. Christie Fairchild
was one of the first women to
"tote a gun." Standing tall at
almost five feet, she was a for-

midable patrol ranger on Ross
Lake. Cheri Cook remembered
her "honeymoon summer" at
Sourdough Lookout in 1971.
She and her husband, Jerry,
are still enthusiastic North Cascades staff. Merlene Buller
brought out records to show
how women have only very
recently moved into areas like
trail maintenance, law enforcement, fire management and
backcountry patrol. District
Manager Elaine Hounsell
presented a very modern viewpoint: "I don't feel that being
a woman offers any particular
advantages or disadvantages; it
is all in the attitude of how you
see yourself doing your job."
Jim Harris

Atlanta is hosting the

John Linahan

Democratic Con-

vention for 1988, the first time
a national political convention
has been held in the city. Parks
close by anticipate increased
visitation as a result. Martin
Luther King, Jr., NHS staff
expect visitation to reach
20,000, and are reinforcing the
floor of the birthplace, the site
that attracts the most visitors.
Chattahoochee River NRA
plans a "fun run" at Cochran
Shoals Fitness Trail, to be
attended by various dignitaries.
Bethany Taylor
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T

he fifth workshop
of the International

Biospheric Model Validation
Study (BIOMOVS), held at
Grand Canyon NP in December, was started in 1985 by the
Swedish National Institute for
Radiation Protection to test and
evaluate mathematical models
forecasting the behavior of
radioactivity and other potentially toxic trace substances in
the environment. More than
forty scientists representing the
major countries of western
Europe, Hungary, Japan,
Canada, and America participate in BIOMOVS. It convenes
twice a year in workshops
hosted by each of the participating countries. The selection of the Grand Canyon as
the site for the U.S. workshop
was made at my recommendation.
A scientific meeting of this
size requires a site that
encourages informal contact
and discussions among participants while complementing
the overall theme of environmental protection. In addition,
I wanted a site that would give
my European and Asian colleagues a favorable impression
of the United States and offer
them an experience that would
not likely be duplicated anywhere else in the world. The
one place that met all my
requirements was the Grand
Canyon's south rim.
The BIOMOVS workshop at
the Canyon involved the first
international use of data from
the Chernobyl nuclear accident
in the Soviet Union to test
scientifically the predictions of
mathematical models. Workshop participants have assembled data on the concentrations
of Chernobyl radioactivity from
sites throughout the northern
hemisphere, including India,
Japan and the United States
(among the highest concentrations in air of Chernobyl
iodine-131 measured within the
U.S. came from monitoring
stations in Arizona). Generally,
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however, concentrations in
North America of radioactive
fallout from the Chernobyl
accident were 10 to 1,000
times less than concentrations
reported in western Europe.
The global significance of such
contaminating events and the
need to further improve confidence in model predictions of
the environmental behavior and
fate of radioactive substances
was readily evident to all who
participated at this workshop.
Specific recommendations were
made to improve the accuracy
of models used for environmental impact assessment and
much progress is expected
prior to the next workshop.

meeting site would also
introduce the BIOMOVS participants to the national park
concept, I specifically asked
Superintendent Richard W.
Marks to provide an opportunity for contact with NPS personnel so that the participants
could be introduced to the NPS
role in managing, protecting,
and interpreting the principal
natural and cultural resources
of the United States. In addition to the excellent programs
provided by Greer Chesher,
Barb Brutvan, and Stu Fritts,
there was a farewell address by
Superintendent Marks in which
he emphasized the importance
of the work accomplished during the workshop. Following
the conference, many par-

ticipants also joined in a twoday hike into the canyon,
including a night jaunt in the
inner gorge by full moon.
For me, the meeting at the
Grand Canyon brought back
pleasant memories of the days
when I was an employee of the
National Park Service. During
the BIOMOVS official banquet,
my colleagues presented me
with a memorable gift, a straw
Stetson. It now replaces the
one I lost down the Merced
River while conducting a
guided walk in Yosemite Valley during the summer of
1970.

Ellis Island staff,
Thein cooperation
with

Statue of Liberty-Ellis Island,
will travel throughout the country during the remainder of the
year. Kevin Buckley, superintendent of Statue of Liberty
NM, said that the exhibit
includes Ellis Island immigration photos and reproductions
of documents from the park's
museum collection. Also being

requested are items relating to
the Ellis Island experience as
well as the names of those who
came through or worked at
Ellis Island and would be willing to be interviewed by NPS
staff for the island's oral history.

Manager Adam
SiteKaralius
has been

Hampton's formal garden
alongside nine other workers
hired under the county's low
income youth employment program. Together the team
weeded the stone paths and
added gravel to the four levels.
Other disabled adults pitched
in. The Maryland School for
the Blind is trying out a pilot
employment training program

at Hampton.
"Programs like this not
only help maintain the park,"
Karalius says," they also give
these young people the
experience they need to compete in the working world."

Carolina. More than 40
exhibits and 87 workshops
provided teachers with innovative ideas for informing students about the area's rich cultural and natural resources.
The successful program
brought as many as 500
teachers from the surrounding
seven counties. Among the
coordinators for the event were

staff members of Moores
Creek NB. The Moores Creek
staff also will help select a
teacher from the region to participate in the summer internship at the Smithsonian Institution. During the internship,
there will be special projects
developed for class use to further promote area resources.
Dana Smith

Realizing that the selection
of the Grand Canyon as a

a commercial site developer,
the Rouse Corporation, kicked
off National Consumer Week
with an Ellis Island exhibit at a
Rouse shopping mall in
Cleveland. The exhibit, coordinated by Diana Pardue, chief
of museum services for the

working closely with the
Maryland School for the Blind
and the handicapped office of
the county government in order
to make Hampton NHS a
training ground for disabled
young people in the Baltimore
area. Last summer, two partly
sighted young men worked on

years of planTwo
ning culminated

on March 26, when the Smithsonian Institution's Office of
Elementary and Secondary
Education, in cooperation with
the Educational and Cultural
Exchange of the Lower Cape
Fear Region, opened its
"Community Classroom" to
teachers in southeastern North

F. Owen Hoffman

Art Miller

NPS PEOPLE
NEWS

Glen Kaye, chief of interpretation
for Rocky Mountain NP, will be joining the Southwest Region as regional
chief of interpretation, replacing
Chuck McCurdy who recently
retired. He first joined the NPS in
1963 at Crater Lake NP. In 1967 he
transferred to Lassen Volcanic NP.
He also has worked at Hawaii Volcanoes NP, Muir Woods NM, and
Cape Cod NS.

Don Reeser, 49, a native of
Albany, OR, has been named
superintendent of Haleakala NP on
Maui. He comes to the park from
Redwood NP where he served for
eight and a half years as chief of
resources management and watershed
rehabilitation. Says Don, "I hope to
use my experience at Redwood to
deal with resource problems."

John P. Debo, Jr., formerly
assistant superintendent at Boston
NHP, has been appointed to the
superintendency of Cuyahoga Valley
NRA. Said Midwest Regional
Director Don Castleberry, "John has
excellent ability to work cooperatively
with park neighbors in an urban
environment, to continue the fine
work begun by his predecessor, Lew
Albert."

Reed Detring, formerly the acting
superintendent of Fort Smith NHS,
has been promoted to the
superintendency of El Morro NM.
Southwest Regional Director John
Cook observed that "Reed's living
and working experiences on the
Navajo Nation will be very valuable
in his new assignment; plus there is
nothing more refreshing than
watching someone grow in his first
superintendency."

In addition to a varied NPS
career, Sandra Key brings to Glacier
NP the distinction of being its first
woman manager—specifically, its first
woman assistant superintendent.
Although new to Glacier, Key is not
a newcomer to management. Before
accepting the Glacier post, she was
superintendent at Bryce Canyon NP
and at Knife River Indian Villages
NHS. She also served as a public
information officer for U.S. Fish and
Wildlife, and as manager of the
Staten Island Unit of Gateway NRA.
An 18-year veteran of NPS with a
variety of assignments to her credit,
Key grew up on a cattle ranch in
western North Dakota. She and her
husband, Gilbert, enjoy raising and
training horses.
Photo by Brian Kennedy

James A. Tuck, formerly with
the Rocky Mountain Regional Office
in Denver, has been named to his
first superintendency at Fort Smith
NHS. He will be in charge of one of
the first U.S. military posts in the
Louisiana Territory and the center of
authority for the region to its west
from 1817 to 1890. Says Tuck, "I'm
excited to move into a park with such
strong community relations." He is a
former president of the Association of
National Park Rangers and a former
national secretary of the Western
Interpreters Association.

Mastering colored lights on a telephone system made the difference
betweeen permitting Voyageurs NP
being able to employ or not employ a
visually-impaired, color-blind person
to operate a dispatch system. The telephone manufacturer and the telephone company said that changing
red lights to green was difficult, if
not impossible. Without the change,
the potential employee could not
work.
Challenged by the dilemma, Terry
Stone, who owns and operates a local
electronics store in International
Falls, MN, was determined to beat
the odds. He went into what he called
a "research and development" mode
and spent many hours pondering
green lights. Charging only $50 for
his effort, he produced a phone lit
with green lights.
This is not the end of the story,
however. Now when the phone needs
repair, this telephone guru smiles and
says: "No charge—it's warranty
work!"
Thank you, Terry Stones of the
world! Your contribution of time,
energy and interest has made a difference in this community and in
Voyageurs NP.
Dottie Anderson
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Betty Otto, Antietam NB's first
permanent female interpreter, retired
last November after 25 years at the
battlefield. Called a "storyteller from
the heart," she gave talks on the role
of women during the Civil War and
at the Battle of Antietam. She also
helped research and develop human
interest stories about the battle and its
aftermath. Among the projects now
consuming her time and interest is
the restoration of the 18th-century
home she shares with her husband,
Ted, and the organization of her
memorabilia and artifact collection.

After more than 20 years of
service, George R. Fischer retired
from the position of supervisory
research archeologist at the NPS
Southeast Archeological Center in
Tallahassee, FL. Credited as the
father of the NPS underwater
archeological program, Fischer begin
building a constituency for
underwater archeology in 1967. His
early activities in the emerging
specialty provided the foundation
upon which today's submerged
cultural resources program is built.

DEATHS
John M. "Jack" Rottier, 78, died
March 28 from congestive heart
failure. Born June 15, 1909, in Bellaire, MI, he served as the chief photographer for the NPS National Capital Region from the early 1960s until
he retired in 1975. During that time,
he assisted Lady Bird Johnson with
her beautification program, much of
which was on NPS land, and photographically recorded the rise of
Wolf Trap Farm Park for the Performing Arts as well as the opening of the
John F. Kennedy Center. Rottier is
survived by his wife, Jane (7119 Wilburdale Dr., Annandale, VA 22003),
six daughters, two sons, eight grandchildren, two brothers, and four sisters.
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J. Leonard Volz, 72, a longtime
NPS employee who retired from the
Midwest Region as regional director
in 1975, died May 1 in his sleep.
Letters of condolence may be sent to
his wife, Elizabeth Volz, at 1433
Pikes Peak Dr., Ft. Collins, CO
80521. He is also survived by a son
and two daughters. Donations in his
memory may be made either to the
E&AA Education Trust Fund, P.O.
Box 1490, Falls Church, VA 22041,
or to Len's alma mater, the College
of Forestry and Natural Resources,
Colorado State University, Fort
Collins, CO 80523. What follows is
an excerpt from the eulogy, delivered
by Rocky Mountain Regional
Director Lorraine Mintzmyer at
services for Volz.
" 'For when the One Great Scorer
comes/to write against your name,/He
marks—not that you won or lost—
/but how you played the game.' Len
Volz was both a winner and a man
who played the game fairly. I know
because I worked with him for many
years.
I don't think Len would mind my
using a sports analogy to eulogize
him because he was a great
sportsman and athlete. He was a
four-year letterman in football at
Colorado State at Fort Collins, from
1934 to 1937, a star fullback and a
great kicker who achieved honorable
mention all-America honors.
In 1936, playing against the
University of Colorado, Len was not
the only all-America on the field.
Across the line was another great
one, Byron (Whizzer) White. On
October 26, both Colorado and
Colorado State scored one
touchdown. Byron White scored the
first touchdown and kicked the extra
point. Then Len Volz set up the
Colorado State touchdown with a pass
and kicked the extra point. Colorado
eventually won, 9-7, but the two
great all Americas shared the glory.
Len loved to tell stories about his
tackles of Byron White, who he
played against for three years. White,
of course, went on to become a
Supreme Court justice, where he sits
today. White's decisions and opinions
will live on as U.S. law.
And Len Volz went on to top

executive jobs in the National Park
Service. Len's decisions and opinions
will also endure forever, as part of
the natural and historical legacy of
the national park system.
Len was regional director in
Omaha when he made decisions on
the general management plans for
Yellowstone, Grand Teton and
Glacier that still guide those parks
today. He presided over
reorganizations of the region when
Utah and southern Colorado were
added to the Midwest Region, and
when the national park system was
split into ten regions and the Midwest
became an entirely different area.
Added to the system under his tenure
in the Midwest were Voyageurs,
Cuyahoga, and Grant-Kohrs Ranch.
Len began his career as a seasonal
ranger at Rocky Mountain and
worked at Mount Rainier, Blue Ridge
Parkway and Crater Lake. He
directed the Southeast Region from
1967 through 1970, and the Midwest
Region from 1970 through 1975.
It was in the Midwest that I got to
know, love and appreciate Len and
Elizabeth Volz. During a time when
it wasn't all that common for a man
to guide a woman's career in the
Park Service, Len became a valued
and diligent mentor for me. Len,
your fun-loving, easy, and dedicated
ways will be greatly missed.
Surely, the Great Scorer will have
no trouble adding up the pluses in
Len's life. The legacy he leaves will
endure forever."

Robert C. Home, Sr., 78, died
March 5 from pneumonia and heart
ailments. Following a military career
with the Corps of Engineers, he
served as chief engineer for National
Capital Parks, starting in 1946. He
worked in a variety of capacities,
including that of associate regional
director, until 1968 when he became
Assistant to the Director, Office of
Urban Programs and Environmental
Policy. He first retired on July 31,
1970, then was reemployed as an
annuitant, retiring again (after 40
years of federal service) as a Special
Assistant to the Director for Urban
Affairs in August 1973.

Home received the Distinguished
Service Award from the Department
of the Interior in 1968. He also
received the Distinguished Service
Citation and Medal, awarded by the
Trustees of the John F. Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts in
1971, and other well-deserved honors
during his career. Home served on
the National Capital Planning Commission, the Zoning Commission of
the District of Columbia, and the DC
Recreation Board. He was a trustee
of the JFK Center, an engineering
consultant to Secretary of the Interior
Fred Seaton on the Potomac River
Bridges, and urban park consultant to
the City of San Francisco. In his
retirement he was involved in civic
association work, genealogical
research, and considerable travel. His
wife, Elizabeth Draper Rudd Home,
preceded him in death in 1981.
Survivors include one son, Robert
C. Home, Jr., of 43 Marnel Court,
Severna Park, MD 21146, one
daughter, Shirley Home Martin of
West River, MD, and two grandchildren. Bob was a member of E&AA.

Arvell Washington, an environmental compliance officer and a
former recreation planner for the
Mid-Atlantic region, died February 21
after a lengthy illness. He spent his
life involved in the recreation and
environmental issues, first with the
Job Corps, then with the Bureau of
Outdoor Recreation, the Heritage
Conservation and Recreation Service,
and finally with the National Park
Service. During his career he supervised a recreation program for
patients in a mental hospital, served
as a recreation leader for the New
York Housing Authority, ran craft,
sports and physical fitness programs
for 200 Job Corps men, worked as an
outdoor recreation planner for the
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, and,
as an NPS employee, reviewed plans
from federal agencies to determine if
their projects would adversely affect a
park or recreation resource. He leaves
his wife, Judy, a professor at Glassboro State University in New Jersey,
and a daughter, Lisa. The family may
be reached at 1692 Blue Jay Lane,
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003.

Jessie "Jaye" Carter Bronson
died suddenly in Hawaii in January.
A graduate of Merritt Hosplital
School of Nursing, in 1930 she
became one of the famed "Original
8" registered nurses recruited by
United Airlines as the first
stewardesses on transcontinental
flights. In 1937, she married L. E.
"Chub" Bronson, later commissioner
for Lassen Volcanic NP. After
Chub's retirement in the 1970s, they
moved to Hawaii. Jessie remained
active in the "Original 8," and in
1975 she and other surviving
members (called the "Clipped
Wings" as former stewardesses)
helped dedicate a 747 named for their
pioneer group. In 1980 she
participated in a public relations tour
to celebrate the 50th anniversary of
the first flights.

good things can be accomplished if
no one is concerned about who gets
the credit." He was self-effacing but a
great leader, highly regarded by those
who worked for and with him. The
Distinguished Service Award
celebrated not only on his professional accomplishments but also his
role as an excellent and thoughtful
neighbor. In 1957 he and Herb Kahler
were selected as U.S. delegates to the
UNESCO meeting in Paris and also
to attend the International Conference
on Parks and Historical Properties
held in Paris, London and Essen.
Dick was a very perceptive observer
of preservation practices. He is survived by his wife, Blanche, 1133 Crest
Lane, McLean, VA 22101.

She is survived by her husband,
Chub, of 4850 Kawihau Road, No.
9B, Kappa, Kauai, HI 96714, five
sisters, and two brothers. Donations
in her memory may be made to the
Education Trust Fund, E&AA, P.O.
Box 1490, Falls Church, VA 22041.

Dow Lee Thurston, 73, of Montrose, CO, died February 28 following a long illness. He was the son of
pioneer residents of Roaring Fork
Valley. Following military service
and a brief period with the Bureau of
Mines, he joined the National Park
Service in 1955, and continued with
the agency until his retirement in
1982.
In addition to his wife, Frances
(1509 Dover, Montrose, CO 81401).
he is survived by a daughter, a son,
and six grandchildren. Thurston was
a life member of E&AA.

Wesley R. "Zeke" Simpson, 63,
died on March 18, at the home of his
daughter, Debra Campbell, in Dale
City, VA. Zeke was a carpenter at
Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania
County Battlefields Memorial NMP
from 1978 until his retirement in
October 1986. Buried in the Quantico
National Cemetery, he is survived by
his wife, June, two daughters, six
grandchildren, and four greatgrandchildren.

Dick Sutton, 92, former chief
architect, died at his home in
McLean, VA, April 10. An Army corporal during World War I, he later
attended George Washington University, going on to the American
School, Beaux Arts Fontainbleu,
France. He joined the NPS in 1934
and rapidly moved up the professional
ladder. From 1945 until his retirement
in 1960, he served as chief architect.
A member of the American Institute
of Architects, Dick believed "many

Sanford C. "Red" Hill, 81, died
March 8 at his home in Napa, CA.
He served 30 years as a landscape
architect for the National Park Service, crowning his career with the
Department of the Interior's Distinguished Service Award. He is survived by his wife, Greta (1800 Atrium
Way, No. 440, Napa, CA 95559), two
sons, three sisters, and six grandchildren. The family suggests memorial
contributions be made to the American Heart Association, P.O. Box 746,
Napa, CA 94559 or to the First Presbyterian Church, 1333 Third St.,
Napa, CA 94559.
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Conrad L. Wirth, director of the
National Park Service under four
presidents, will be honored at the
annual Founders Day dinner of the
1916 Society on August 25, 1988.
The dinner will be held for the
first time at the main National Geographic Society building at 1600 M
Street, NW, Washington, DC. '"The
Wirth Years: Legends and Legacies'
will pay appropriate tribute to Mr.
Wirth for a lifetime of public service
to his country," said a spokesperson
for the 1916 Society , an affiliate of
the Employees and Alumni Association created specifically to commemorate the founding of the
National Park Service on August 25,
1916.
Wirth's 36 years of federal service
included twelve years and one month
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as NPS director—he served in that
position longer than anyone else.
Appointed by Interior Secretary Oscar
L. Chapman in 1951, Wirth served
under Presidents Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy and Johnson.
A landscape architect from what is
now the University of Massachusetts,
he became a member of the National
Capital Planning Commission at 28.
At 34 he was managing all Civilian
Conservation Corps activities related
to the Department of the Interior.
Wirth's enduring record of accomplishments was acknowledged by
President Reagan, recognizing Wirth
as a giant in the conservation movement of this country. The letter was
presented to him at the 1987
Founders Day celebration.
Wirth, now 88, regularly attends
meetings of the Board of Trustees for
the National Geographic Society. He
was elected to the board in 1957 at

the invitation of Melville Bell Grosvenor, then president of the society.
In a foreword to Parks, Politics
and the People, Wirth's autobiography published in 1980, Grosvenor
cites Wirth's CCC management and
his Mission 66 program as particularly outstanding accomplishments.
The program on August 25 will
include brief reminiscences by a few
of Wirth's colleagues, including William G. "Bill" Carnes, who served
as chief of Mission 66 during the
implementation of this important program.
A cocktail hour at 6 p.m. will
precede the Founders Day dinner.
Reservations may be made by filling
out the coupon printed in this issue
and mailing it to Mrs. Edward S.
Mastin. Parking will be available in
the Geographic garage with entrance
on M Street. John Vosburgh, 1916

Society committee chairman, urges
NPS employees and alumni to attend
the event as a tribute to a director
who has made numerous contributions
to the national park system.
Each year, attendees have contributed generously toward expenses
incurred by the 1916 Society in
organizing the dinner. Once again,
those who attend may wish to make
an additional donation, perhaps $5 or
so. This can be done by including the
sum in your check. The Society
greatly appreciates your generosity.

1916 Society
Founders Day Dinner
Reservation Form

Please reply by August 12, 1988
Send to: Mrs. Edward S. Mastin
7505 Mandan Road, #104
Greenbelt, MD 20770
Please make check payable to Rita M. Mastin.
I Plan to attend the Founders Day Dinner on August 25.

Recently a student repaid E&AA
in full for an Education Trust Fund
loan. Along with the check came a
generous donation to the fund, and
good news that the student had been
hired as an industrial engineer by a
major company.
Remember that the Education
Trust Fund is supported completely
by donations, and therefore relies
heavily on timely and full repayments. The fund was established to
help NPS families with the undergraduate education of their children,
but these loans must be repaid on
time if the fund is to continue to provide needed support to everyone
equally.

An E&AA membership assures
that you will receive a copy of the
Courier each month, every month.
Fill out the membership application
coupon that appears elsewhere in this
issue.

MEMBER

NEWS

Juin Crosse-Barnes (374 Hartman Drive, Severna Park, MD
21146), a life member of E&AA and
a former superintendent at Hubbell
Trading Post and Fort McHenry,
recently gave a gift of E&AA membership to her friend, Dorothy R.
Nelson (336 Lloyd Avenue, #27,
Santa Barbara, CA 93101). At the
time of her retirement in 1982, Dorothy served as Lake Mead NRA's
administrative technician. She told

No. of persons attending:
At $25 per person this totals $
Name
Address

(City)

E&AA she had lost touch with the
Park Service since her retirement and
that she was pleased to be receiving
the Courier again since it was "like a
visit home."

On April 14, I was surprised
and honored to receive the Department of the Interior's Meritorious
Service Award. It was an even
greater honor to receive it at the
annual NPS Geriatric Golf Tournament in Rio Rico, AZ, before many
of my long-time friends and coworkers.
As the banquet began, I was sitting at a table, the newest retiree
present, looking around at all those
who had attended. Four people at this
year's event had been at Rocky
Mountain on the day I began my
NPS career: John Rutter, then assistant superintendent; Joe Rumburg,
then assistant chief ranger; Dick
Boyer, then management assistant;

(State)

(Zip)

and Earl Steele, then east district
ranger. Alice Lee Boyer said later,
"It's hard to believe you were so
young then and now you are
retired."
At another table sat Ted Thompson, the fire boss on my first fire. I
also saw Tom Ela, Stan Browman,
Carl Walker and others who guided
me through my first superintendency
at Gila Cliff Dwellings. When I was
at Saguaro, John Cook came up to
the park once a month or so to sharpen his pencils. He always found a
few extra minutes to spend talking
about Saguaro and the problems he
had faced. Finally, there was the
master of ceremonies for the evening
and the one who presented the award,
Luis Gastellum. He had been an
instructor for a course given to new
superintendents. It was his instruction
that got me through twenty years of
budget crunches and four management evaluations.
My gratitude goes to these people
and to many other without whom I
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might have ended up working for
Exxon or Texaco.
After the banquet festivities, of
course, it was back to telling war stories, the highlight of being with
retirees. Those present captured more
bears, fought more fires and changed
more boundaries in a few hours than
any of us had done in fifty years of
effort, and this time I was a part of
it. The nice thing about reunions is
that we can say we did everything
right. Why don't you join us next
year. You might not get an meritorious service award, but you can be
guaranteed an award of friendship.

Entering the National Park Service in 1935 as custodian for Bandelier
NM and serving in numerous capacities since that time, Earl Jackson was
a naturalist stationed in Globe, AZ,
in 1962 when he determined that the
readership of the local newspaper
would benefit from accurate views on
wildlife. He submitted a free column,
entitled "Naturally Yours," to the
editor. Today, 26 years later, the
column is still being used and read.
"Needless to say," Jackson comments, "I am a better naturalist than
when I started this offering, for it
requires study to keep up."

Bill Lukens

Check your Courier label for
annual membership expiration date.
Send dues to Treasurer, E&AA, P.O.
Box 1490, Falls Church, VA 22041.

Please Note
A series of unfortunate events have
overtaken E&AA during the past
months, making it difficult for the
organization to respond as quickly
as desired to incoming correspondence. Terry Wood, Executive Director of E&AA, injured an ankle,
which kept her away from work during the spring and early summer.
Just before her return, Lou Krebs,
her assistant, was selected for jury
duty through early fall. As the administrative office is staffed solely
by Lou and Terry, please be patient
while E&AA tries to fulfill your requests and answer the mail.

BOOKS
As NPS chief historian and assistant director from 1964 to 1976,
Robert M. Utley was a skillful
bureaucrat by day and a productive
scholar by evening and weekend.
While effectively guiding the Service's history and historic preservation
programs, he was turning out highly
acclaimed books and articles on military/Indian relations in the American
West. This rare combination of
talents won him the Department of

the Interior's Distinguished Service
Award and several honorary degrees.
Now living in Santa Fe with his
wife, Southwest Regional Historian
Melody Webb, Bob has retired from
the Service, but not from writing. His
last book, High Noon in Lincoln: Violence on the Western Frontier, was
selected as the best western nonfiction
book for 1987 by the National Cowboy Hall of Fame and Western
Heritage Center, and was the February alternate selection of the History
Book Club. His next book, Cavalier
in Buckskin: George Armstrong Custer and the Western Military Frontier,
will be published this fall by the
University of Oklahoma and offered
as a Book-of-the-Month Club choice.
Bob's other "retirement" productions include Four Fighters of Lincoln
County and 77t<? Indian Frontier of
the American West, 1846-1890, a current History Book Club selection. He
is now at work on a biography of
Billy the Kid.
Despite his full-time writing
career, Bob has stayed close to the
Park Service in both administrative
and professional capacities. Recently
he has chaired the Eastern National
Park and Monument Association and
prepared a new park handbook for
Custer Battlefield NM, where he
began his NPS career as a seasonal
historian.
Barry Mackintosh

Join the E&AA.
TREASURER. EMPLOYEES AND ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF THE NPS. P.O. BOX 1490. FALLS CHURCH, VA 22041
I AM A 11NEW MEMBER. DRENEWAL, OR DOTHER. I AM ALSO AN EMPLOYEE DOR ALUMNUS DENCLOSED IS $.
FOR
E&AA MEMBERSHIP AND SUBSCRIPTION TO THE NATIONAL PARK COURIER. ALSO ENCLOSED IS $
AS AN ADDITIONAL
GIFT TO THE E&AA.
NAME
STREET
CITY & STATE & ZIP CODE
MEMBERSHIP RATE-1 YEAR-$10. SPECIAL MEMBERSHIP: LIFE—$100. (PAY IN FULL: OR 4 PARTIAL PAYMENTS OF $25 A YEAR
FOR 4 YEARS: OR 2 PARTIAL PAYMENTS OF $50 A YEAR FOR TWO YEARS. SECOND CENTURY CLUB-$200. THIRD
CENTURY-$300. FOURTH CENTURY-S400. SUPPORTING DONOR-$500. FOUNDER-$1,000.
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